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SUMI'ÍARY

This thesis reports a study of D-region partial reflections,

carried. out at Buckland Park, South Austral-ia, using a vertical

incid.ence pulsed rad.ar operating at 2 Nfiz and a large receiwÍng array.

A theoretical basís has been d.eveloped. for studying the angular

spectra of partial reflections using amplitud.e and. phase information

from spaeed. rows of aerials. Observations of the angular spread. and.

the coherence of the angular speetrum as firnctions of heigþt of

reflection have been mad.e and ind.ieate that two distinct height regines

can be d.istinguished within the D-region. Comparisons have reveal-ed

good. eonsistency with other types of evidence.

A study has also been made of D-region eleetron d.ensities using

the Differential Absorption Ex¡reriment (¡m) technique. Seasonal

variations of the noon electron d.ensity profile have been observed and

the influence of solar ffuxes ín the ionization of the D-region belor¡

70 km has been investigated. for conditions near maxímr¡m solar aetiwity.

Finally statisties of the relative strengths and. frequency of

heights of occurrence of partial reflections are given for observations

exbendÍng over a one year period.. Stratification of the D-region has

often been found but with varying d.egrees of temporal stability. Some

seleeted. reeord.s have been interpreted in ter:ns of the apparent

temporal variations of the mean eleetron density between higþly pre-

ferred reflection heights.
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CHAPTER 1

ÏNTRODUCTTON AND SI.IR]rEY OF FA.DTO STIIDIES OF THE D-REGTON

1.1 Early hj-ston¡ of D-reeion r,¡ork

lhe knowled.ge of that weakly ionized region of the earthrs

atmosphere IyÍng between 50 and. 90 km known as the D-regíon has

grad.ually evol-ved wíth the d.evelopment of various grorrnd. based

raùio techniques, and in later years wíth the ad.vent of roeket

methods. The existence of ionization at D-region heigþts r4r'as

implied as early as 3926 (itottingr^rorth, 1926; Appteton, L927),

althougþ more attention at that tíme was being paid. to the E- and.

F- regions whose existence had. only been confirmed in 192\ and

whose properties were the subjeet of increasing interest. It is

not surprising that scant attention Ì¡as paíd. to the D-region, as

E- and. F- region refleetions were easy to observe and. l-ittl-e v'as

knor'rn about them at that time. Some of the earliest evidenee for

ionization at D-region heigþts was gathered. from observations of

the propagation characteristics of LF and. VIF transnissions over

long propagation paths " Hollingvrorth (tgZ6) observed interference

between signals originating from the same source but propagating

along different paths to the point of obselvation; one wave having

travel-led along the gror:nd. and the other (as he predicted. correctly)

being a sky-wave reflected. from a height of about 75 km. In the

years that follol'¡ed furbher referenees to ionization at D-regíon

o



heígþts r¡ere made, mainly as a by-product of E- and. F- region studj_es

using oblique incid.ence c.w. techniques (".g. Appleton, 1930;

Appleton and. Rateliffe, 1930; Green , 7932). Further reports of LI'IULI

stuùies sinilar to those of Hollingrnrorth were aLso maile (Best et al .,

L936; Bud.d.en et aI ., 1939) as well as direct observations of the phase

and. amplitud.e of the sky wave al-one. In these ty¡res of observatÍons

the apparent heights of refleetion Ì¡ere interpreted. as ind.icators of

the level- of D-region ionization and. the d.iurnaJ- and. seasonal varía-

tions vere investígated., givÍng broad general information about the

D-region.

Another important aspect of early D-region r,¡ork was the study of

vertical- incid.ence absorption of MF and. HF r,¡aves reflected from the E-

and. F- layers. fn these ex¡reriments absorption was attributed to

D-region ionization, and the variation of such absorption was stud.ied.

in relation to solar zenith angle (Farmer and Ratcl-iffe, L935; Best

and Ratcliffe, 1938), probing frequency (Wili.te and Bror"m,11936) an¿

al-so solar sunspot activity (Appleton and. Piggott, 195\). Such studies

indicated. that the D-region, unlike the E- and. F- regions, was not a

sÍmpl-e C'hapman layer and that curious absorptíon effects occurred in

winter. fn addition such experiments a1loçed estimates of collision

frequency to be mad-e so that in all many interesting general features

of the D-region r,¡ere d.educecL as a result of these early absorption

stud.ies.

The first vertically incid.ent pulse sounding of the D-region

appeaïs to have been mad.e by Sillitoe (fg¡)+) in Montreal, Canad.a,at a
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frequeney of 3"51üIz; althougþ there Ís some d.oubt as to rn¡hether true

D-region refl-ections vere observed.. His reports attached. most signifi-

catrrce to a strong echo at 50 kmwhich occurred. mainly at nigþt. ft is

almost certain that this echo would. have been a multi-hop E-region echo

persisting for longer than the separation of transnritted. pulses and.

therefore appearing at an incorrect apparent range, although brief

reference was mad.e to other eehoes which eould. have been true D-region

echoes. fn the foll-owing year Mitra and Syarn (fg:l) reporbed. the

existence of echoes at about 55 km and. not long after that there r,¡as

consíderable excitement in some quarters r,¡hen íonized. regions as for¡ as

5 km were thougþt to have been found. (Colwell and. Friend, 1936; Watson

- 't^Iatt et a1 . , 1936; Co]-r^rell- et al . , 1936) ,

ft was pointed out by l,fatson - Watt et aI., (ryZe) tnat tire

echoes originating from below about 6O tm were significantly different

in nature from those above, and. shortly after that Mitra (:gZ6) pointed.

out factors inùicating the r:nlikelyhood of significant ionization exist-

ing at these very 1ow heigþts. An investi.gation of very 1ow range

echoes by Appleton and. Piddington (f9:8) fe¿ to the conct-usion that

such refl-ections r^¡ere very rarely observed., and that reflections fron

aireraft vere probably the cause. This latter point was taken up by

hlatson - lfatt and. resul-ted. in the d.evelopment of rad.ar (I',Iatson - lüatt,

L9\r), an achievement espeeially important at that time in vier,¡ of the

potentiaJ- nilitary application to the d.etection of enen{f aircraft in

the second. vorld var. fn reeent years short range echoes have been

reported. and. are now knor^¡n to be 1and. or sea reflections, or of other
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non-ionospheríc origin (e.e. aircraft), æd appreeiable ionization is

known to exist only above heÍgþts of about 50 km.

Although there were few detailed stuùies of the D-region until

about the 1950rs there were, since the earliest reports, meny referen-

ces to the existence of D-region reflections (..g. Rakshit a.nd. Bhar,

1936; Sya,n, 1936; Mitra end Bhar, 1936; Smith and Kirby, 1937;

Watson - Watt et al ,, L937; trYiend and ColweII, 1937, L939;

Pid.dington, A939; Yabsley, t)\5; Peavey, 19\6). A fairly comprehen-

sive surr¡ey of these earlyD-region observations has been compiled by

Ellyett (fg)+f). In the early I95O' s, following the observation of

weak D-region echoes on sensitive ionosond.e recorils by Dieminger ( I9r2) ,

a series of more d.etailed. investigations of the D-region r¡as begrrn.

This marked. the beginning of greater interest and progress in the

investigation of the D-regíon.

1,.2 The formation of íonization in the D-reEion

The growth of knowled.ge of ionization prod.uetion in the l-ower

íonosphere has been aid.ed. significantly by the measurement of concen-

trations of ionizable neutral constituents (".g. Narcisi and. Bailey,

t965; Barth, 1966; Weeks and Smith, 1968) an¿ the fh:x of ionizing

solar rad.iations penetrating into the upper atmosphere (Friedaran,

a960), as well as by laboratory stud.ies of ionization reaction rates.

A remarkable feature of recent work is that relatively rninor

constituents of the neutral air can play d.orninating roles in the

prod.uction and d.istribution of ionization" For example nitric oxide,
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which has a lor¡er ionization potential than the maJor constituents anô

is therefore capable of being íonized by rad.iations which d.o not affeet

the other constituents, plays a major role in the prod.uction of ioniza-

tion in the lot¡er ionosphere.

The production and recombination of ionization in the D-region is

the result of many complex reactions which vary vith &iffering dynamie

eonditions. It is not intended to present a d.etailed d.iseussion of

D-region electron productíon and. loss meehanisms here but rather to

present the broad. general processes thougþt to be responsible for the

formation of the und.isturbed. D-region, aüil to briefly mention the pro-

cesses which are believed. to occur during ùisturbed. cond.itions.

The normal D-region ionization is believed. to be produced by

three main mechanisms, the relative inportance of which varies with

height r¿ithin the D-region. Nicolet (fg\f), ir some of the earliest

work in this field., suggested. that solar Lyman-o rad.iation r¡ould be

able to penetrate to D-region heights and. effect the ionization of

nitric oxid.e. Based. on fbrther caleulations Nicolet and Aikin (1960)

proposed a general mod.el for prod.uction of the u¡d.isturbed D-region of

the ionosphere" They suggested. that photo-ionization of nitric oxid.e

by solar Lyman-o rad.iation was most Ímportant in the range 70 - 85 km

while below 70 km the ionization of all neutral constituents by

galactic cosmic rays r¡as postulated.. Tt was proposed that ionization

in the region above 85 tm was produced by methods sirril-ar to those in

the E-region and. that solar X-rays of wavelengths less than.B,{

ionízed all neutral constituents. ft is possible that X-rays may
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compete with LynÍan-o as the ionizing flux below 85 tm but this matter

has not yet been clarified. d.ue to discrepancies between the measure-

ments of nitric oxide concentrations mad.e by several workers (".g"

Barth , A966; Pearee , 7969). TLre measurements of Barth would. ind:icate

that Lyman-o, is the predominant ionizing rad.iation while those of

Pearee would ind.icate that hard X-rays are a competing mechanism in

ionizing metastable olqfgen molecul-es " More recent measurements

(Strobel et al- ., a97O; Meira, lgTl) tend to support the measurements

of Barth but the possibility of X-rays being imporbant d.uring solar

flares cannot be ru1ed. out.

Recent observations indicate that not only X-rays from the sun

but also from X-ray stars contribute to the ionizing flux in the D-

region. The contribution from this latter source is probably fairly

smal-l as X-ray star ionizati,on between 8l and 90 km, has been detected

mainly only at nigþt vhen the solar sorlrce is absent (Ananthakrishnan

and. Ramanathan, 1969; Edwards et al ., a969; Svennesson et aJ., 1972)

although the d.etection of a d.istinct d.aytime effect has been claimed.

by Ramenamurtry et a1., (fgfO)" Hoq¡ever it is generally considered.

that X-ray stars normally only make significant contributions to

ionization in the D-region at night.

The caleulatÍons of l^lebber 6g6Z) are a theoretical basis for

believing that galactic cosrnic rays are a sÍgnificant ionizing agent

in the nornal D-region below about, TO km. Tul-inov (ry6f ) frr" sugges-

ted. that corpuscular radíation may also contribute at mid latitud.es.
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It is fairly well established. that D-regíon ionization is often

present d.uring the night with larger concentration than would. be

expected on the basis of expected. recombínation rates. Non-solar

origins are therefore necessary. Postulated. ionizing sources are

nightglow Lyman-o (Ogava and Tohmatsu, 1966), galactic X-rays

(EA¡ards et al., L969), galactie eosnic rays (tÍeb¡er , L962), cor-

puseular rad.iation (Tu1inov,196T) and.,to a probably lesser exbent,

meteor contributions.

Ttre meehanisms of ionization produetion in d.isturbed. solar

cond.itions are thought to vary rríth latitud.e vith X-rays beconing

d.oninant at mid. and. low latitud.es and with particle influx, directeo

into polar regions by the earth's ma€netic field., being dominant in

high latitud.e regions.

0n the whol-e in the undisturbed. ionosphere the 1evel of ioniza-

tion ís d.eternined by the balance between el-ectron protluction and loss

mechanisms. Generally electron loss is in the form of recombination

vith positive Íons or attachment to neutral molecul-es to forn hear4¡

negative ions. These processes and other D-region processes have been

reviewed in detail by Bowhill (L969) and Thomas (fgZf).

The overall picture is that solar control above about 70 km and.

cosmic ray control below this are thought to be the dominant factors

in the production of ionization in the normal d.aytime D-region.

Final1y, Figure 1.1 shor.¡s some graphs of ionization production rates

given ín a review of this topic by Thomas (fgff). The graphs corres-

pond to the quiet d.aytime D-region at solar minimum conditions.
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1.3 Ground based rad.io stud.Íes of the D-resion

Probably the greatest contribution to our knowled.ge of the

earthrs ionosphere has been made as a result of ground.-based radio

stud.ies. This is chiefly because such method.s are relatively inex¡re:r-

sive and suitable for synoptic stud.ies. The d.evelopment of the theory

of rad.io-'h¡ave propagatíon in nagneto-ionic med.ia (e.e. Appleton , l93i;

Booker, 1935; Ratcliffe, 1959; Bud.d.en, I96L) has been very importa¡t

in providing the basis for all forns of radio stud.ies of the iono-

sphere in general.

From the earliest beginnings of D-region lrork LF/VIF propagatior

ex¡reriments (ttottingworth, f926) and. absorption measurements (Appleton,

L%T) have provid.ed. important informatíon about the D-region. tr']hile

these measureûFnts provÍde mainly broad information about the D-region

they have the ad.vantage that almost continuous monitoring ean be

carried. out. This is especially true for LF/VLF stuûies where the

amplitud.e and phase of lraves from distant rad.io stations can be studied.

in relatively simple yet useful experiments (".g. Bracewell et al.,

;prf) " The variations of phase and. amplitud.e of these r¡Íaves after

refleetion from the lower ionosphere at oblique incidence have been

interpreted in terms of ionization densities and absorption as wefl as

the variatÍon of apparent height of reflection" Correlations of these

features with other parameters have provided information about the

D-region such as the X-ray star contribution to ioni zation (¡ar¡ar¿s

et aJ-., 1969 ) and the solar influence on D-region ionization.
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As has been already mentioned absorption measurements have pro-

vid.ed. a great d.eal of information about properties of the D-region.

The id.ea that the D-region ís not normally a Chapman type layerwas

established. from such measurements (Appleton and. Piggott, 195)+) ana

the vinter anomaly of absorptÍon r¿as also first recognized from such

vork (e.g. Appleton, 1937). More recent absorption measrtrements

(Schwentek, a966) have established. the regularity of this phenomenon.

l/hil-e IF/VLI propagation studies and. absorption studies have contri-

buted. a large amount to our knowledge of the D-region they have a

feature in common in that only broad- general properties of the D-

region are usually obtainable. Th.ese methods r^¡iLl not be d.iscussed.

further here but rather those method.s vhich give more d.etailed. infor-

mation will now be consid.ered..

A r.¡seful technique for obtaining D-region electron ilensity pro-

fil-es is the cross-mod.ulation technique d.ue to Fejer (lg>>). This

experiment employs a tvo transmitter system where pulse synchroni-za-

tion and transrnission geometry are arranged. such that alternate pulses

vertical-ly reflected from the E-region traverse a narrow height incre-

ment in the D-region at the same time that a "disturbing" pulse from

an oblique ineidence transmitter traverses the same region. The d-is-

turbing puÌse prod.uces heating in the region of interest and thus

mod.ul-ates the vertically propagatÍng wave. A comparison of the ver-

tically reflected. pulses und.er d.isturbed. and i-rndisturbed conditions

allovs estimates of electron density, collision frequency and. cooling

rates to be mad.e.
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In the d.etailed. investigation of the D-region another class of

ground based radio stud.ies invol-ves the study of the nature of the weak

parbial reflections whieh can be obtained. from the D-region and the

remainder of this section is d.evoted. to a d.iscussion of such stuòies.

Generally higþ transmitter po\^¡er and a low noise receiving system are

needed owing to the very weak reflected. signal strength ' reflection

coefficients being typically of the order of tO-5. To effect aecurate

studies of various refleetion properties pulsed. transmitter systems

are usuafly used..

The nature and mechanisms of partial reflections from the D-

region have been shown to be quite ùifferent from E and. F-Iayer reffec-

tions. Radiowaves of med.ium and. high frequencies are strongly reflec-

ted. from the E- and. F- ionospheric layers with the heights of reflec-

tíon varying in a regular and. fairly velf und.erstood manner vith wave

frequency and. time of d.ay. The weak reflections from belor¡ 100 km have

been found to behave in an entirely d.ifferent way. fn contrast to E-

and- F- layer reflections the height of D-region echoes d.oes not vary

appreciably r^rith frequency and. echo fad.ing rates appear to be somewhat

faster, particularly near 90 km (Aiue, L96f).

Parbial- reflections of MF and HF waves from the D-region are

known to oceur at sharp grad.ients in refractive ind.ex in the propa-

gating medium. These sharp gradients are gerierally assumed. to be due

to irregularities in elecrton density although the possibility of the

importance of irregularities ín col-lision frequency has been ex¡rressed

by piggot an¿ Thrane (f966) an¿ others " The relatíve imporbance of
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these two possíbIe mechanisms is of importance in the interpretation of

various experiments utilizing partial reflections as d.ed.uctions may be

d.epend.ent on the reflection mod.el ass-¿med. The spatial extent and

d.Ístribution of these irregularities vhich prod.uce partial reflections

is an area where 1íttle knovled.ge exists. 0n the other hand. the height

d.istribution of irregularities as d.educed. from the heights of occur-

rence of partial reflectíons has been investigated. but at relativeJ.y

few sites. The existence of preferred heights has been reported. by

Gregory Íg>e ,:)6I) and. others and woul-d tend to indicate large scafe

horizontal stratification of the ionosphere. Revievs of such evid.ence

have been published by Ellyett and. Watts (.L9r9) an¿ Titheridge (f962¡)

vith d.iffering conclusions. ft is stil-l- uncerbain to what extent the

situation varies with latÍtud.e and longitud.e and. further studies are

necessary to complete the picture. Al-though preferred. heights of re-

fl-eetion may occur, partial reflectíons carì usually be obtained, with

varying frequency of oceurrence throughout the whole height range of

the D-region over the eourse of a few hours so that d.etailed, heigþt

variations of various quantities dedueed from partiaf reflection data

can be estimated..

The same irregularities which give rÍse to partial reflections of

MF and HF waves at vertieal- incid.ence are believed to cause the

phenomenon of VJÍF "forward. scatter" propagation. Here radio waves of

frequencies in the range 50 - 100 MHz, leaving a transmitter nearly

horizonta,Ily, are scattered from the D-region at grazing incidence and.

can be observed. at consid.erable distances from the source. Practical
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use has been made of this mod.e of propagation vhich is not subject to

interruption duling Íonospheric storms and may even be enhanced d.uring

solar flares (faitey et al-. , I9r5).

An important technique that util-izes partial reflections for

studying motions in the D-region is the spaced. receiver d.rift method

(¡¿itra, L9\9). TLre temporal shifbs between fad.ing records record.ed. at

three or more spaced. receivers aIlows the d.rift veloeity of the iono-

spheric d.iffraeting medium to be stud.ied (".e. Fraser, L96r, L)68;

Rossiter , I}TO). A pulsed. transnitting system is used to obtain

partial refl-ections from known heights allowing d.ed.uctions of d.rift

profiles to be mad.e. Yet another technique for observing d.rifts in

this region is that in vhich the motions of ionized meteor trails are

stud.ied by means of rad.ar technique= (".g. Elford., A959).

One of the most important d.evelopments in the effective use of

ground. based rad.io techníques for studying the D-region was the develop-

ment of a theory of partial reflections of ordinary and extraord.inarX,'

potarÍzed. warres (Card. ner and. Par,rsey, l]53) an¿ this led. the way to an

effective method. for investigating the average vertical electron

d.ensity profile, N(h). This method. is caJ-led. the Differential Absorp-

tion Experiment (¡,q¡). I^rith some refinements in both theory (Sen and.

I,try1Ìer, L96O) ana ex¡lerimental technique (e.g. Belrose and. Burke, a96l+)

the basic original experiment performed by Gardner and Parnrsey is stÍ-1

thougþt to produce reliable estimates of electron d-ensities. Further-

more, the technique is suitable for synoptic studies.
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ïn recent years other sophisticated. ground based. radio techniques

have been applied. to studying the D-regíon. ln this category is the

phase path experiment which allows the variations in phase of a given

refl-ected. signal to be monitored as a function of time. fhe coherency

of the phase variation so observed is a good. ind.icator of the nature

of the reflecting mechanism (Vincent, L96T). Combined. with arn¡rlitud.e

information detailed. stuùies of the mechanisms of partial reflections

are possible and some work of this nature forms part of the ex¡leri-

mental- work presented in l-ater ehapters of this thesis.

1.)+ Rocket borne radio stud.ies of the lor,¡er ionosphere

Another cl-ass of radio probing of the lower ionosphere is that in

which rad.io propagation studies are carried out with the aid of

rockets. There are some ad.vantages in these methods compared with

ground based method.s although, as is the case with most rocket l¡ork,

exbensive sound.ings are prohibitively ex¡rensive.

Early reports of rocket teehniques in ionospheric stuùies were

mad.e by Berning (rg>r), seddon (igSS) ana Jackson (ig>\) vho employed

c.w. techniques to determine information about the earth's magnetic

field., eleetron collision frequency, and. electron and íon densities.

In the type of experiments these rn¡orkers d.escribed rocket borne

transmitters operate at two frequencies, a reference frequency being

high enough to be r.rnaffected- by the íonosphere vhile the lover fre-

quency is modulated. by ionospheric propagation. A comparison of the

two signals received at the ground al-l-ows heigþt variations of
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refractíve Índ.ex to be calcuJ-ated using magneto-ionic theory. This

method. gives only one value of the collision frequeney at the height

where the extraordinary wave refractive ind.ex is zero and- in general

the method. is relatively insensitive to the lower eleetron densities

below about 85 tm. Using similar teehniques Kane (:gSg) ertended the

method. to measuring the whole collision frequency profile. The re-

liability of sueh measurenents d.epend.s on the contributions of multi-

path propagation effects end roeket ind.uced. effects.

T\¿o other rad.io techniques involving the use of rockets have been

described. by Sed,don (fq¡8). fhe first involved. the measurement of

d.ifferential absorption of r0t anil rXr polarized waves in travelling

from a rocket borne transmitter to ground receivers. Using a theory

sinilar to that of Gard:ier and. Pawsey (f9ß) d.ed.uctions of electron

density were macLe possibJ-e. SecondJ-y a Faraday rotation ex¡leriment

was d.escribed in whích measurements of the rotation of the plane of

polarizaT,ion of a fínearly polarized wave transnitted from the roekei,

as moni.tored on the ground., enabled electron densities to be measured."

The ehange of orientation of the plane of polarization t¡ith rocket

altitud.e , z, is given by:

Å!, = nlodz -..-) ¡'(o,0H, v(z))

so that the electron density N( z) is obtainable after F has been

theoretically evaluated. F is a function of ex¡rloring frequency u:,

gyrofrequency uJH, and. collision frequency v(z).
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There are, hcrrrever, some diffÍculties involved r¿ith rocket borne

transr:-ission as the power rad.iated depends on the nature of the propa-

gating medium near the rocket a.nd. this changes with height. Aiken et aJ-

(i?6\) have described. ex¡reriments sirnilar to those above but wÍth

gror.md based transr:-ission and. rocket based. receptÍon which ¡rini¡rises

such errors. Combined vith measurements of Lyman-o and X-radiation on

the same flight, d.ed.uctions about the production of ionization were

able to be made. An interesting result of these investigations was the

postulation of a d.ust layer at the mesopause (about 8S tm). The exis-

tence of d.ust at mesopause heights has also been reported. by Witt et a1.

(:)6l+) ¡ut it is not clear r¡hether significant concentrations exist in

general. The d.ust that d.oes exist is possibly injected. by meteors.

More recent refinements of rad.io/rocket teehniques have been des-

cribed. by l(noebel and Skaperd.as (tg66) . Farad.ay rotation measurements

in conjr:nction with differential absorption measurements were used in

a technique signifícantly improved. by the transfer of the factors cor:-

trolling the lirniting sensitivity of the experiment to ground based

equipment.

A further ad.d.ition to this teehníque has been described by Meehtly

et al- . (ry6f ) who incl-uded a Langmuir eurrent probe on their flights.

Raùio calibrati.on of the probe to give electron d.ensities was earried

out at L or 2 km íntervals vhich is the typieal resoluti-on of rad.io-

rneasured. N(h) profiles. Horr¡ever, the probe current variations Ìrere

able to be resolved dov.n to 1OO metres so that highly d.etaíled N(h)

profiles have been produced. These profiles probably represent the
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most accuïate and d.etailed. d.eseription of ind.iyid.uat N(h) profiles

avaÍIable for the D-region. Tn Figure 1.2 two sueh profil-es are

reproduced from Mechtly and Srnith (ryfO) ana althougþ Þregion N(h)

profiles are variable they serve to illustrate the nature of D-regÍo:r

electron d.ensity profiles .

I.' Motions of the upper atmosphere and. interactíons l,¡ith the
iorrrer atmosphere

The nature of ionospheric motion is of great importance in

d.eciding the structure of irregularities of ionization and hence the

nature of radio wave reflection processes" An ud.erstanding of these

proeesses is desirable for the purposes of dedueing other properties

of the D-region. Most of the knowled.ge of motions of the ionosphere

has been derived. from rad.io studies of d.rifts of meteor trails a¡rd

observations of ionospheric d.rífts using spaeed receiver method.s as

mentioned in Seetion 1.3. The *"i"o" method of drift measurement is

more closely related to neutral air motions; however it is believed.

that at D-region heights the motíon of the neutral- air is closely

l-inked to the motion of ioní zai-ion in v-iew of the relatively high

coll-ision frequencies bind.ing them together.

The predorninant motion of ionization is known to be in horizon-

ta1 planes and. this notion is thought to be influenced. by dyna,mic

coupling and interactions with the lover atmosphere. ft is now

believed. that the atmosphere should. be regarded as one entity vith

varying degrees of coupling between what were prerriously believed. to

be dynamically isolated heÍght regimes.
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The d.etaíled nature of the forees causÍng ionospheric notions are

very complex and. are imperfectly understood. The general features are

reasonably r,¡e11 establ-ished. and. u::derstood, hor.Iever, and. these include

such effects as prevaíIing and. tid.al vind. motions. Superimposed on

these motions are complex and irregular variations in both speed. and

d.irection, probably produced. by internal gravity waves and turbulence.

The prevailing a¡ld. tid.al components are probably generally of littl-e

importance in deternining s¡ral-l scale irregularities and are a conse-

quence of the earthts rotational motion in the gravitation and. raùia-

tion fields of the sr-rn. The irregular eomponent of d.rift motion is

probably the d.orainating factor in the distribution of ionization and,

formatj-on of small scal-e ionospherie irregularities, althougþ Roper

(tg66) nas prod.uced. evidence shoving that large anr¡:litude tid.al

effects can become non-linear and. generate turbulence.

ft is believed. that a speetrum of upward propagating internal

"gravítyt' Ì¡aves is largely responsible for irregular motions (Hines,

1960). Tropospheric storm activity is believed. to be the principal

source of such gravity waves. Tkre periods of these waves lie in the

range 5 - 200 rninutes and their propagation can generate motions vith

a broad spectrum of scales, the small scale motions being often

identified. with turbul-enee. Theoretical models of these systems give

reasonable agreement vith experimental observations .

Gregory and. Manson (t969) trave postul.ated that another source of

energ'y propagating into the D-region could be planetary and cyclonie

ïraves. These wave motions obey símilar equations to gravity waves but
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are of much larger temporal and. spatial scales. Large scaJ-e weather

systems and. orographie disturbances could be responsible for the

generation of such wave motions vhich -bheoretically can propa.gate to

D-region heigþts only in winter (Cirarney and. Drazin, i]6l). The

possible relatíonship of such d.isturbances to electron density changes

in the D-region has been discussed by Gregory and Manson (tg6g).

Del-and. and. Friedman (f)lZ) have also inferred. the correlatíon of

obserwed absorption variations with vertically propagating pl-anetary

s cale r,¡aves 
"

If gravity waves and. planetary and. cyclonie ll'aves are important

operative mechanisms then they exemplif) the interaction or coupling

between the lower and upper atmosphere, since they are believed to be

generated. in the troposphere and- below and. propagate upward.s into the

mesosphere.

Other evid.enee of coupling has been produced shor¿ing a rel-ation

between stratospheric warmings and D-regíon absorption (Bossolosca and.

Elena, 1963; Shapley alrd Beynon, 196r; Manson , 1968; Sinno and

Higashinura, 1969). A review of the evidence supporbing a connection

between winter stratospherie varmings and ionospheric effects has been

compited by Bowhilf (1969). A relationship in terms of measured elec-

tron d.ensities has also been reported. (Rowe et al ., L969). On the

other hand. a search for such a relationship by Belrose et af. (L966)

Ìr'a.s unsuceessful .

It seems that in general there ís probably a significant inter-

action between the lover and. upper atmosphere in which a complex
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interplay of thermal grad.ients and. gravityraaves affects mechanica^1

red.istribution of D-region ionization and. afso ionizable neutral con-

stituents prod.ucing the observed patchy strueture of ionization in the

D-regi on.

Most theories propose that mecha,¡:ical red.istribution of ioniza-

tion and- ionizable neutral eonstituents are the chief processes in the

generation of ionospheric irregularities. Another mechanism that is

possibly worthy of consid.eration is the spatial variability of the flux

of ionizing radiations penetrating into the l-ower D-region. Such a

variation could possibly be produced- by irregul-ar absorption by irregu-

l-ar distributions of absorbing atmospherie constituents above the lo',rer

ionosphere resulting in irregularities in the amounts of ionization

prod.uced. be1ow. Tn all probability contributions from several mechan-

isms play a role and. it is uncertain what the relative importanee of

these is in fonning irregularities in the D-region.

L.6 The D-reeion uinter anomaly

From the time of the earl-iest observations of the D-region it r¿as

known that ionízation prod.uction was largely und.er solar control . How-

ever even then a curious d.eparture of D-region properties from the

elçected was noted. in w'inter and thís phenomenon known as the "I¡iinter

Anomaly" has puzzled workers until this d-ay. 0n the basis of sofar

control eleetron d.ensities and. HF rad.io wave absorption are expected t,o

be higher in summer than in winter in the D-region. The departure from

this expected. behaviour was first recognised by Appleton (1937) and-

Appleton and. Piggott (lg5)+) in tt" form of anomal-ously higfì absorpti,cn
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of MF and, HF radio l{'aves in winter. fn more recent years Schwentek

(tg66) nas d.emonstrated. a quite regular occurrence of this phenomenon

over a períod- of several years. Figure 1.3 which is reprod.uced. from

his work itlustrates elearly the winter anomaly phenomenon. Ihe so1id.

cur\re represents the theoretieally expeeted seasonal variation of

absorption and it is seen that the measured summer values (aots) are

in general good. agreement wÍth the curve " However the circfes repre-

senting winter measurements show far higþer absorption than is expec-

ted., with wÍnter absorption often exeeed.ing sunmeï values (e.g. 1960

tu a96\).

fhere appear to be tr,ro major characteristics of the occurrences

of the winter anomaly:

(f) the greatest anomafous effect is seen i-n the 80 - 100 km

heigþt interval (Lauter and. Nitzs che, I)6\; fhomas , 1968;

Beynon and. Rangasl¡alry, L969; Gregory and Mansono L969; Manson

arrd Merry , L?TO).

(Z) The observable anomaly is confined. mainly to mid. latitudes.

It d.isappears belor¿ about 3Oo latitud.e (Lauter and Schaning,

1970) and is probably masked by auroral zone absorptÍon phenomena

at high latitud-es "

Even while the D-region sho"ç'¡s anomalous beha¡¡iour a smooth d-iurraal

variatÍon of anoma.lous values similar to that expeeted. for a solar

ionizing flux has been noted by some workers (Lauter and. Sehaning,

LSTO; Shrestha, l9TI). Nevertheless the d.ay to d.ay variability of

the degree of anomalous behaviour has been noticed by several workers
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(""e. Schventek, 1963; Belrose et af ., 1966; Gregory anil Manson,

a969). Generally the anomaly has been observed. from either eleetron

d.ensity or absorption measurements vith the latter technique being the

most rn¡idely employed.. Taubenheim (f97f) has d.ralm attentíon to the

fact that absorption is d.epend.ent on coll-ision frequency as r¿e11 as

el-ectron density and. using recently eompiled. atmospheric parameters

(Groves , :?TO) tras shown a striking feature of the reLative collision

frequeney variabil-ity for st:rnmer and. winter which he suggests ûiCht

wel-l aecount for the winter anomaly vithout the need. to invoke in-

creasecl el-ectron densities. His calculations pred.ict latitude and

height variations of the anomaly very similar to those observed.; for

a shazp cut-off is pred.icted below 30o tatitud.e with a maximum effect

expeeted between 50o and.6O0 tatitud.e and. in the heigþt range 85 to

100 km. Hor.¡ever there is other strong evid.enee to ind.Ícate that elec-

tron density enhancements are the prime cause of the arromalous effects.

Rowe et al-. (tg6g) tiave obserwed. anomalousty high electron densities

at the same time that measured. col-lision frequency profiles showed. no

rrnusual trends . fn ad.d.ition, Gregozy and Mans on (t969 ) and other

workers have observed anomalously high winter electron densities. It

is general-ly thought that these electron d.ensity enhancements consti-

tute the winter anomaly rather than collision frequency effects.

The geographie d.istribution of the winter anomaly on any given

occasion is rather uncertain and probably varies. Thomas (tg6Z)

suggested a spatial- extent of the ord.er of 1000 km while Dieninger

et al-. (tg6l) founa correlations betveen occurrences as failapart



as Líndau (ce:many) and ûb,tawa (Cana,la). Shrestha (fglf) has reported

the oceurrence of very localized anomalous effects in Brisbane

(lustratia).

l{hi1e a considerable a,mount of evidence regard.ing the oecurrence

of the vinter anomaly exists it is not at all elear what the mechan-

isms responsible for the winter anomaly are. Stud.ies of the varia-

tions of many atmospheric para.rneters in conjunction with observations

of the anomaly have formed. the pattern of some investigations in this

field.. For example, a relationship between stratospheric temperature

increases and. anomalous absorption has been described by several

workers (Bossolasco and. Elena, 1963; Shapley and Beynon , a965; Sinno

and. Higashimura, a969) while Shrestha (fgfr) has noted. increased micro-

barograph aetívity at ground level during two periods of anonalous

absorption. Other observations have ind.ieated. that d.uring anomalous

cond.itions ionizable materials are pïesent in anomalous proportions

(Vallance-Jones and Gattinger, l]æ) and. that srxrspot activity is atso

related. to the winter anomaly (Sehventek, 19?1). The effects of up-

ward. propagating large scale w'aves has been d.iscussed. by Gregory and.

Marrson (tg6g) ana various possible transport mechanisms have also been

discussed by Cleristie (fqtO) and Zimnerman et al-. (fglO). Christie

has shor¿n the feasibility of large scale wave motion transport of

ionizabl-e nitrie oxide while Zirmerman et al" have d.emonstrated. the

possibility of increased turbul-ence in conju¡.ction with the occurrence

of the winter anomaly. In all , many theories and. much ex¡lerimental

evid.ence has been put forward. to explain the r¡inter anomaly, anil as

yet, no cl-eAr conception of the d.etailed. mechanisns exists.
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L.7 Surnmary

The properties of the D-region íonosphere car] be broad.ly sum-

marised. as follows. The D-region is an irregularly ionized medium

fo::med mainly r¡rd.er solar control (¡y aay) except for the lowest

regions which are believed. to be formed. by galactic cosmic ray ionÍ-

zahion. The ionization is in a eontinual state of motion r,rhich is

influenced. by many complex interactions, some of which probably have

origins in the lower regions of the atmosphere.

As a resul-t of these complex d.ynamics the l-c¡rr¡er Íonosphere has

a variable and. imperfectly understood effect on med.ium and. high

frequency rad.io corrnunications on earth which rely on the ionosphere

as a propagating aid. In particular very little is knovn about D-

region reflection processes and the geographic variability of el-ectrcn

d.ensity profiles. Gror.md. based. rad.io investigations are being exten-

sively employed to unravel such propertíes of the D-region and the

work deseribed. in this thesis is a contribution to these stud.ies.
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CHAPTER 2

EQ,UTPMENT AND EXPERTMENTAL PROCEDURES

2,1 Generaf

The experimental work which is described ín later chapters of this

thesis was carríed. out at the Buckland Park Field. Station of the

University of Ad.e1aid.e. The field. station is situated. on a flat

coastal plain 36 km (26 mites) north of Ad.et-aide at 3)+o 38' South

latítude and 13Bo 37' East longitud.e .

Due to the weak nature of partial reflections of radio waves frc,m

the D-region an installation with low backgrowrd noise is required in

conjunction ¡sith sensitive equipment to carry out effective rad.io

studies of the lor¿er ionosphere. Ttre Buckland- Park facility with

relatively 1ow backgror:nd. noise, a pol,rerful transnitter and large re-

ceiwing array is eminently suitable for such work.

2.2 The transmittine system

2.2.I The transnitter

For the study of weak reflected. signals one of the most

convenient ways of increasing signal to noise ratío is to increase

transnitted por,rer; the signal to noise power ratio for a given refl-ec-

tion being directly proportional to transm:itted. power. Consequently,

in the early stages of the project eonsid.erable attention was given to

the matter of increasing transmitted. power. A forrner )+ tW transmitter

vas useiL to drive a new power amFlifier (p.4.) stage capable of 100 kl'l
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peak power trarrsnission. A basic operating frequeney of 1.98 MIIz r^¡as

derived. from a 990 kEz crystal oscil-Iator and frequency doubler ampIi-

fier.

Both the d.river and. power amplifier stages of the trans-

nitter were pulse mod.ulated.. Triggering of the pulses coul-d. optionatly

be locked either to the mains supply frequency or to a phase reference

oscil1ator used. in phase path ex¡:eriments. In the l-atter stages of

the project triggering and synchronization of equipnent was d.erived.

from an extension of the s¡mehronizing system used. in a d.igitizer/

magnetic tape record.er system which was in turn d.erived. from the eount

d-orn¡n of a 100 kHz crystal oscil-lator. The pulse mod.ulator prowided

puJ-se repetition frequencies of 200, 100 , ,O, 25, 2 and. 1 Hz, with the

latter tr¡o mod.es incorporating an automati e polarization change for

alternate pulses. Here, pulse pairs, one f0' and. the other fXr polar-

ized. and. separated. ly 60 nsec, weïe provid.ed at I or 2 second intervals.

These mod.es were mainly used. in the Differential Absorption Ex¡leriment

(¡A,r) described in 52.\.2.

fn Mareh I9TI, a mod.u-l-ator producing a shaped. transnitter

pulse was brougþt into use to reduee interference to the ad.jacent com-

mercial rad.ío band. and yet retain the narror¡t' pulsewidth necessary for

good range resofution. The shaped pulse envelope prod.uced is closely

d.escribed. by a Gaussian function whereas formerly a rectangular pulse

shape was employed.

The range resol-ution which may be attained. using a pulse

radar system is inversely proportional to the pulsewidth employed.
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Horn¡ever, the extra receiver bandwidth needed. to realize superior reso-

l-ution at narrow pulseuid.ths introd.uces extra noise into the receivir:g

system and. this factor combined- with a consideration for the greater

interference problems to other radio users l¡hen narrov pulses are em-

ployed. d.ietated. a lower praetical limit to the pulsewÍdth of about 20

usec. The pulsevidth was continuously variable from this lindt up to

200 psec but generally a vaJ-ue of 20 - 30 Usec vas emÐJ-oyed. for the

work described. in this thesis.

fhe transnitter r.f . pulses l¡ere fed. from the P.A. stage

to the transnritting aerial array vÍa a tr.rning/impedance-matching net-

work and. a phasing cable network r:sing vacuum relays for polarÍzation

switching. Figure 2.1 shows the transnitter with the d.river stage orr

the right and. the power amplifier stage on the left. The inset shows

a photograph of the r.f. pulse taken from a CRO display with a high

tension probe connected to the aerial feed.er wires. The CRO sweep

speed. was 10 usec/cm.

2.2.2 The transnittinE antennae

The tra.nsmitting array consisted of four half-wavelength

(ff.8 ¡r) folded. dipoles, each of \OO ohms impedance, suspeniled 29.8

metres above the ground- and. arranged to form the sid.es of a square.

Parallel- dipoles were fed in phase with each other and. in quad.rature

with the perpendicular pair to produce the d.esired. circular polariza-

tion. Rejection of the unwanted polarizatíon was approximately 30 db

and. the transmission polar diagram was 25o wide at the hal-f power
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poínts. The transraitter and. polarization selector were able to be

eontrolled. from the central reeord.ing laboratory.

2.3 The receiving system

2.3.I The receiving antenna array

The Buckland Park antenna array (eriggs, Elford. et a1. ,

L969) consists of 89 orthogonally crossed. half-wavelength d-ipoles ( rfA

d-ipoles in aJ-I) ancl covers an approximately circufar area of about 1

km d.iameter, as shown in Figure 2.2. The wire d.ipoles are suspende.l

10.6 metres above gror.rrd level and each aerial (which can be used for

reception at either 1.98 MIIz or r.995 l¿Hz) is matched. uith a trans-

former and series tr.med circuits to a 70 ohm coaxial cable which

carries reeeived signals rmd.erground. to the central laboratory. fhe

cable lengths have been accurately cut in order to preserve signal

phase at the central- laboratory. Here all cables are connected to a

1JB pole three position sr,¡itch çhich allor^¡s swÍtchíng of the aerials

to any one of three outlets. One of these terminates al-l aerials in

two aerial- d.istribution board.s correspond.ing to the N-S and. E-W

aligned aerials respectively. Output sockets are arranged on a grid

of points corresponding to the l-attice of Figure 2.2 anð, this aflows

versatility in the combinations of aerials ¡¿hich may be seleeted for

various extrleriments.

2.3.2 Tuning the array

ltrith a very large array, attention has to be given to

keeping the efements of the arcay in tune, othenri.se, as ground con-

ùitions change and. aerial reactanees change, a very large resultant
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reactive conFonent in the output impedance of the whole array ganged

in paraIle1 is 1ikely. This is und.esirable for matching into the

receiving equipment, especially where phase preservatíon is important.

ït was found neeessary to tune the array several times over the

course of the project. A method was ad.opted. whereby the feed.er cable

from the aeriaf to the central laboratory was checked for imperfec-

tions and the aerial imped.ance was matched to the cable at 1.98 UHz

and. at 5.995 Wï2. Matching at two frequencies r¡as achieved. by using

a cireuit consisting of a tapped. transformer and. two separate series

tuned circuits connected in paralle1.

The tuning proeed.ure l^¡as as foLlor,ss:- the feed.er cable

(Zo = fO ohms) was terninated. in the central laboratory in a fO ohm

load. resistor and d.isconnected. from the aerial. A porbable battery

operated. inrped.ance bridge was usecL to measure the imped.ance at the

aerial end. of the cable. Since the cable lengths are integral

muJ-tipJ-es of a half wavelength (at f.9B MHz) tne irnped.anee ís expec-

ted. to be 70 ohms unless the feed.er cabl-e has been d.amaged (cut, or

water-logged.). The aerial circuits were tuned alternately at 1.98

MIIz and. 5.9\ NfrLz r:ntil- a r:nique twring cond.ition was encountered.

The aerial- was then reconnected. to the feeder cabl-e and. the circuit,

which is mounted. in a box at the top of the aeriaÌ pole, was weather-

proofed..

The necessity for tuning the aerial-s was period.ically

ehecked. by measuring the imped.ances in the central laboratory at the

aeri al distribution ¡atchboard"
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2.3.3 The reeeivers

To obtain good. heigþt resolution in studies of weak parbial

refleetions, short transrnitter pulse lengths are required. together with

high gain and fairly large bandwídth receivers. Four valve receivers

each with an overall gain of 120 db and. vith a bandvidth of 60 kHz were

used. for the work carried. out. The receivers had. been previously used-

for D-region d.rif"t studies (Rossiter, I}TO) and two vere suitable for

phase path experiments. Each receiver was capable of being used for

either 1.98 MHz or ,"995 ,lÆIz reception.

A loca1 oscillator suppïession facility was includ.ed in

the receiver desigl so that all d.etected. sígnal outside of a ehosen

Tange of interest coul-d be suppressed., thus providing a convenient

zero signal reference 1eve1.

2.'l+ Experímental techniques and. recording equipment

2. )+. 1 The polarization d.íscrinrinator

The selection of either exbraord.inary or ord.inary polariza-

tion in the reeeption system is desirabl-e so that effects d.ue to ím-

pure mod.e transmission and possible intermode coupling in the iono-

sphere can be estimated or elirninated." Essentially, the requirement

is that the signals from two orthogonal arrays be combined after pro-

ducing a phase 1ag of 90o in the signal of either array - depending

on which polarization is required..

Several methods of achieving this, includ.ing the use of

electronic phase shifters, were investigated. but were rejected. on one

or more of the following counts:-
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(l) Accurate and. stable phase shifts are d.ifficult to

obt ain.

(z) Extra "transistor noise" is introdueed. into the

system.

(¡) Frequent calibrations and ad.justments are required.

()+) Isolation of the two orthogonal receiving arrays is

difficult.

Subsequently, a coaxial cable Hybrid.-ring system was

d.evised. which suffered. none of these disadvantages and. this was the

discrininator finally used-. The cireuit of the d.iscrininator is

shom ín Figure 2.3. The matehing cond.itions and. operation of the

system require some further expÌanation.

Consider the two receiving arrays as signal generators of

e.m.f. E1 and. E2 and. hawing output i.nped.anees 21 and 22 respeetively.

Then if two receiver input im¡ledances are represented. by R- and- \
respectively it is clear that combination of e.m.f.rs E1 and. E2 will

occur with the required. phase lags such that signals of opposite

circufar polarizations will be prod.uced. at B and D respectively.

A sirple qualitative argument shcnr¡s that the signal

generators (or arrays) are perfeetly isol-ated from each other, as

are the receivers,and. that exaet matching is theoretically possible.

The signal from E1 carr tïaverse two paths to get to A, vÍz CBA, and

CDA. The paths have a 1B0o phase ùifference and. so "carìcellationt'of

E1 at A occurs, i.e. E1 is isolated. fromT2. (Simi.farly, point B is

isol-ated. from point D. ) Thus we may consicler, for matching purposes,
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that looking from the E1 sid.e of the hybrid ring there is a short

circuit to ground. at A. Simpliflring the circuit further Ì¡e carl say

that this is equivalent to an infinite imped.anee at B and D ín parallel

with R-, R respectively. Assr:ming for simplicity that we can arrarigeþ' a

for Z7 = Z2 = R" = \ = R (say) then it can be easily shom that

Zo = /2R where Zo is the characteristíc ímped.ance of the cable used in

the ring (viz. A B C D). A quarter wavelength cable of charaeterístic

irr¡red.ance = R ohrns is required. to connect E1 to C. A convenient choice

of values is R = 50 ohms and, Zo = !O x /Z = TO ohns and. these were the

val-ues used. The diserininator used had. a measureil rejection of the

unwanted, mode of greater than 60 db.

2.1+.2 The rhotoEra¡hical-lv recorded. Differential- Absorntion
Experiment

T\^¡o method.s were used for measuring the d.ifferentíal

absorption of erbraord.inary and. ord.inary polarized. waves in the D-

region.

The first and. principal method used.'was essentially verl'

sirnilar to a method used. by other workers (u.g. Belrose and Burke,

196\; Thrane, 1966) an¿ employed. a photographic recording system.

Transmission vas modulated in pairs of pulses (separatea ty 60 nsec)

at a repetition rate of 1 pair/sec. Eaeh pair of pulses consisted of

one extraord.inary and one orùinary polarized. pu1se. The two orthogonal

receiving arrays vere each eonneeted to the poÌarization discriminator

and the ùiscrinrinated. signal appropriate to the transmitted polariza-

tion was fed. to a receiver. The detected output of the receiver was

displayed- as a.n A-Scan, the sense of d.eflection being inverted between
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'0r an¿l rXt polarized pulses. The d.isplay sl¡eep was in the verticaf

ùirection and a 35 r¡m cainera with continuous film feed of 1"/sec in a

horizontal d.irection w'as used. to record. the pair of A-Scans that l¡ere

d.isplayed. at 1 seeond intervals. Ttre ca¡rera was able to accornmodate

\OO ft. reels of filn so that 8O rainutes of continuous recording was

possible without reloading fihn. A block d.iagran of the complete

system is shcn¡n Ín Figure 2.)+.

Range cal-ibration was prowided. in the form of hígþ inten-

sity d.ots on the CRO trace. High accuracy range markers were derived.

from the eount d.own of a 3 MHz crystal oscillator. Range marker

separations of I, 21 5, 10, 20r 50, 100 km were sel-ectable in various

combinations, each set of range markers having a characteristic width.

A configuration using 2 km range markers with a broad.er mark at every

10 krr was generally used. Zero range was set at the centre of the

transmitted. pulse in all ex¡leriments.

After processing, the fil-m reeord.s were reduced to punehed.

card d.ata using a film read.er/d.igitizer coupled to an IBM 026 card.

pr-rnching machine. The eard.s were then proeessed. using the Universityrs

CDC 6)+00 eomputer. The film reader had a four d.igit read. out with a

measureü1gnt resolution of .OO)+" on a screen image of 36X magnification

this being more than ad.equate for d-igitizing the A-Scans which had.

trace-wid.ths of approximately .05" on the image screen.

ltrtrile this nethod of measuring d.ifferential absorption is

reasonably accurate it suffers in particular from one practieal draw-

back. The aceurate reduction of film record.s to punched cards is a
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contained. all of the original information but vas condensed. to one

fortieth of the tape space. The magnetic tape system is inherently

more suitable for exbeeded reeordíng than is the photographic system,

as there is a significant labour red.uction in prod.ucing results. Also,

the recording med.ium is reusable after analysis of the data.

2. ]+. )+ The Phase-Path equipment

Methods for measuríng the variations in phase path of a

refl-ected. rad.io wave have been d.escribed. by several authors (e.g.

Findlay, LgrA; McNicol and. Thomas , L96O). Essential-ly the same

method of obtaining phase path variations has been used in thís work

but with the modifications described. by vincent (L967 ), and. the nethod

has been utilized for measuring the angular spread. of received reflec-

ted. waves.

The measurement of phase path variations involves com-

paring the phase variations of a reflected- radio pulse with a c.w.

phase reference oscillator of slightly ùiffering frequency which

bears a constant phase rel-ationship to the transn:-ítted. lr'ave. The

cor4rarison is effected. by beating the refleeted. signal, of frequency

f, say, with the phase reference oscillation, of frequency f say, tot " ---1-----u -1. --

obtain a beat frequency fb = ft - fr. The beat oscillation wil_1 be

d.etected after the transnitted. pulse with a delay corresponding to the

travel time of the rad.io pulse to the virbual refl-ection height and

back.

ft can be shor"m (".e. Vincent,196T) tfrat the beat signal

may be represented. by an ex¡lression
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Pf,
¡(t) = ¡.(t) cos (rn (t¡. - * l) ,.t

where n(t) is the peak beat arrplitude at any Ínstant t and is deter-

níned. by the reflection eoefficient of a rad.io pulse refleetor at a

distance eorrespond.ing to a pulse travel time t, P is the correspond-

ing phase path in uavelengths and. fa and. fo are as previously d.efined..

tr?om equation 2.1¡(t) nas maxima at times tr, given bX

Pft
t, ¿"¿

In the system used., a beat frequency of 85 kHz was used

giving about 3 ttfringes" for an echo using a transnitter pulsewidth of

25 usec. As P varies equation 2.2 shows that a time shift in the

oecurrence of beat maxima also occr.¡rs , for a change AP causes a shift

int
n

given by

At
AP f-t

or rearranging,
cf- At

^p=# 2.3*t

Thus phase path changes are tlirectly proportional to time shifts in

the oecurrence of beat signal "fringes" anil- can be monitored. by

monitoring the temporal variations of the beat fringes.

The above is a simplified, d.eseription of the system

actually used.. A block d.iagram of the system ís shown in Figure 2.6.

Tt r¿ill be seen that fa correspond.s to I"60 ltfr1z, f" correspond.s to

a.685 MHz and thus f. = 85 kHz.

cn f
b

cf-
b

n
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At the same time that the d.Ífferential absorptíon system

was mod.ifíed. to allow magnetíe tape recording of d.ata the phase path

system was mod.ified to enable tape record.ing of phase path record.s"

This entailed. changing the local oscillator (whieh,together with the

1.98 MHz oscillator, generated- the phase referenee oscillator) to

100 kHz. This frequency was conveniently deríved. from the reference

oscillator of the d.igitízer/tape record.er unit. fn this case the

above equations have fa = 1.60 MHz, f" = 1.70 MHz, and. thus fO = 100

kEz.

T\,¡o r¡ethods of recordíng phase path changes were possíble.

The first method. allo¡red phase variations over a given range of

interest to be simultaneously recorded.. TLre beat signal described.

above was amplÍfied. and. clipped. before being used. to intensity modu-

late a vertical- oscilloscope trace which also formed. a range axis.

Range markers could be rnixed. with the brigþt up signal to give cali-

brated ra.nge d.ots on the oscilloseope traee. A 35 nm fil¡t moving at

right angles to the trace provid.ed. the time base on the photographic

recorils so produeed.. A second method. involved the monitoring of only

one echo at a time. A range gate r,¡as centred. on an echo of interest

and. the variation in delay of a beat signal fringe (zero) rel-ative to

the lead.ing ed.ge of the gate was con'verted to a d.c. voltage - the

voltage being proportional to the d.eIay. As suceessive fringes moved.

through the reference level a diseontinuity in voltage occurred. corres-

ponding to a phase jump, of either O to 2n (phase path deereasing) or

2r to O (phase path increasing). The voltage was then recorded. on
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chart or used to obtain a measure of the angular spread. as d.escribed.

below.

2.\.' rlre qrrqt em for st therrdr¡i no ansul-ar s¡reâd of d.or¿nco¡rins
waves

TLre phase path equipment already d.escribed. uas able to pro-

d.uce a time varying d.c voltage proportional to the variation of phase

of a receíved gated echo. Using a multiplexer ancl- smoothing s¡rs-uem the

method. was able to be extend.ed. to monitoring the phase variations of a

given echo at several d.ifferent aeríafs.

The system for measuring the angular spread. of d.owncoming

refleeted rad.iatÍon was based. on a 2-dimensiona-1 theory given ín

Chapter 3, where phase differenees of signals betr¡een spaced. reception

points are required. Consequently, paralle1 connected. rows of aerials,

which produce an approximately 2-d.imensional tfarr beamr response

pattern, \^reïe used. in the experiment. Figure 2.J shows the cross

sections of the computed response in the verbical planes (a) paraIlel

to and. (b) at ríght angles to the length of a row of aerials. A com-

puter produced. d.ensity plot of the same response is shov¡n in Figure

2.8, Here d.ark regions ind.icate high response r¿hile light regions

less response. The intensity Ievels eannot be taken as indicating

accurate refative response but are chosen to best d.isplay the geometry

of the sid.e lobes. Ttre use of a narrow response beam as depicted in

Figures 2.T anð,2.8 also carried. the advantage of reducingttsky noise'o

eontribution to the received. signal and. this beca¡ne an important con-

sid.eration for the observation of the very weak partial reffections.
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rise to these eeÌ¡ces to be mad.e. An experimental system was employeå

r¡hich was based. on the theory of Ctiapter 3 where it is d.escribed. how

such ded.uctions can be made. Again a 2-d.imensional theory was employeó

which reqr.r-ired the a.:nplitudes and. phases of signals at spaced roras of

aerials to be d.etermíned..

With the d.evelopment of the range seannÍ-ng gate and

assoeiated sarnple and. ho1d. circuitry it beca¡re practíeable to obtain

anplitude and. phase information for up to four rows of aerials using

a signal multiplexer. Four rorrs of aerials in a system d.epicted. by

Figure 2.10 were used. to investigate the scattering mod.els in two

planes at right angles. This enabled. tests for asynmretry of the

scattering geomet4¡ to be carried. out.

Chart record.ings of amplitudes , phases and. phase dif-

ferenees r"¡ere mad.e on an eight channel Sanborn hot wire recorder.

The reeord.ings were subsequently digitized. and converted. to punched

card.s for computer processing.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETTCAL CONSIDERATTONS OF TIÍE NATURE

OF IONOSPHERTC BXFLECTTONS

3.1 Introduction

The reliability of d.ed.uctions of properties of the ionosphere

using gror-md. based. rad.io techníques is often d.epend.ent on a knowledge

of the diffractive reflection proeesses which give rise to the refl-ec-

tions observed. in such ex¡leriments . fhis is largely d-ue to the fact

that corrputed. reflection and. absorptíon coefficients are dependent cn

the refleetion process assu:red.

In this chapter theoreticaJ- consid.erations whieh rniCht form t:re

basis for the investigati-on of ionospheric reflection mod.el-s are des-

eribed, and. it is shown that, subject to some assr.urptions, measured-

statistical properbies of the gror::rd d.iffraction pattern formed by

ionospherieally reflected. waves may be used to d.erive parameters

descriptive of the angular spectru¡r of reflected rraves. The parameters

vhich may be d.educed. includ.e:-

(f ) The anp¡:lar spread. of downeonr-ing reflected l,'aves,

(Z) The seal-e of the ionospheric irregularities prod.ucing the

speetrum of reflected. rad-iation,

(f) The coherence ratio (or I'signal to noise" ratio) of the

reflected. spectrum of vaves. fhere are commonfy tr¿á definitions

of the coherence ratio d.epend.ing on whether the asFlitud.e or the
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por^rer of returned. signals is consid.ered. The coherence ratio is

d.efined as the ratio of received power (or a::rplitude) due to a

coeherent or specular component to the power (or anrplitude) d.ue

to an incoherent or "noise" component. fn the present work both

forms of definition have been used to maintain consistency vÍth

the conventions adopted. in related published. material, but it

should be elear from the context vhich definition applies in any

particular ease.

Firstly some d.iseussion of the information derivabl-e from ampli-

tude information alone is presented foffowed. by a d.iscussion of ref'ec-

tion models. InitiaJly a simple mod.el- of refl-ection is described in

terms of phase information. Following that an approach based on that

of Bramtey (19rI) is d.escribed., where the statistics expected. for

assumecl- reffection moile1s are compared. with experimentally measured

statistics to give a model- of best fit. In thís approach both amp!-i-

tude and phase statistics of the ground. d.iffraction pattern, as

ded.uced, from signais received. on a pair of spaced. aerials ) are taken

into consid.eration. Bramley's equations are, hovever, subject to a

restriciion of high correlation between the signals received. on the

spaced. sam¡lling aerial-s. Since practícai situaticns have often arisen

where faír1y l-or¿ eorrelation occurs the equations have been generalised.

to remove the restriction of high correiation. The theory a11or¿s an

estimation to be mad.e of the angular spread of reflected. waves as wel-l-

as the relative contribution of eoherent and. non coherent components to

the received sigrlaf, prowid.ed that the coherence ratio is large com-

pared. vith unity. Section 3")+ outl-ines some aspects of generalised.
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correlation theory which d.escribes the rel-ation betrn¡een the angular

pover spectrum of reflected. waves and the scale of the scattering iono-

spheric irregularities. Finally a discussion anil summary of the

various techniques is given.

3.2 Ded.uctions from tude distributions

AmplÍtude information ís eommonly the most easily obtained.

quantity in ex¡rerimental systems for observing ionospheric reflections"

A simple assessment of the eoherenee ratio for a given signal nright

be mad.e from such observations. If Figure 3.1a depicts a hypothetieal

recorcl of the variation with time of bhe amplitud.e of a given echc,

where the coherence or signal to noise ratio is large, then a òis-

placed Gaussian òistribution of amplitude such as that shown by the

sol-id. curve in Figure 3.1b migþt be reasonably ex¡lected. A reasonable

estimate of the amplitud.e eoherence ratio woul-d. then be O^/ On, where

A is the mean amplitud,e and A is the stand.ard. d.eviation from them-n
mealr. However when even a completely incoherent signal is received

this ratio would. not be zero as can be seen from the Rayleigh d.istri--

bution expected. in this case ancL shown by the d.ashed. curve in Figure

3.1b, so that in such a situation the estimate of coherence ratio

becomes inaccurate. ThÌs method is therefore suitable only for large

values of coherence ratio and. another technique needs to be used. for

d.eterrnining small values of eoherence ratio.

One such technique is based. on the theory of Rice (fg\f).

Although Rice's work applied. to el-ectric circuits, the theory is com-

pletely analogous for an ionospheric reflection model which assumes
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that a steady signal of constant a.rçlitude and phase is reeeived. in

the presence of a spectrun of randomly phased- contributions. A fanily

of arrplitud.e dístributions with the coherenee (or signal to noise )

ratio as a parameter can then be calculated. d.Írectly from Ricets

(rgl+l) tneory. Fittíng an observed a.uplitud.e dístribution to one of

this family of curves theoretically allows the coherence ratio to be

deterrn:ined. For zero eoherence ratio arr as¡nmnetric Rayleigh d.istri-

bution, as d.epicted by the d.asheil curve of Figure 3.1bris erçected.

while for increasing coherenee ratios a transition to the synmetrie

di spl ace d. Gaussi an di strÍbuti on is obt aine d..

3.3 Reflection mod.els

Many installations for studying ionospheric reflections employ

sophisticated. techniques for studying the phase as r¡eIl as the ampli-

tud.e of reflected. signals a¡d. thís extra information can provide

further information about the nature of reflected signals. The re-

maind.er of this ehapter is d.evoted to a d.iscussj-on of amplitude and

phase statisties as expeeted. for different assumeil reflectíon model-s.

3.3.1 A specular reflection wand.ering about in d.irectj.on of
arrival

A simple mod.el worthy of consid.eration is one where a

single specular signal is returned. from an off-verticaJ- angle varying

in time about some me€üx d.ireetion¡ sâÍ vertical . ff we consid.er a two

dimensional- case where the ray is confined. to a vertical plane con-

tainíng the line joining the centres of two receiving aerial-s, the

phase difference þ between such aerials at any instant will be
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3.1

a

made

an

the

vhere 0 is the angle the ray is making with the ver'tical at that

instant, d. is the aerial spacing and. tr is the probing vavelength. ff

0 is small enough (so that Sin0 = 0) rearrangement of the above

equation gives the absolute d.eviation of the ray from vertical as

lel Ztrd,

so that the mean absolute d.eviation from vertical- is

I lo I

lrl=!-F
Equation 3.1 shows that a recoriL of the phase difference between

spaced. pair of receiwing aeriaJ-s allor.rs an estimate of l; I to be

if such a reflection mod.el is appropriate. The d.eternination of

appropriate model from experimental measurements is d.iscussed. in

following seetions.

3.3.2 A eontinuous d.ístribution of rand.omly phased. rays

A pair of receírring aerials is assumed. to be und.er the

influence of a contínuous distribution of randomly phased. reflected.

waves which is confined. to the vertical plane containing the line

joining the cen+,res of the spaeed. aerials. The amtrllitud.e and phase

statistics ex¡lected. for such a d.istribution, as d.erived. by Branley

(l]>t) , wilJ- now be outlined. and extensions of Braml-ey's theory to

cover general correlation conditions l¡ilf be d.escribed.
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3,3.2a @titu.ae "t"tist+c"
IÊt T/¡(0)ag ¡e the power contribution from an angular

sector e t %de where 0 is the angle from vertieal-. The total power

arriwing due to all rays in the eontributing plane is then

¡+r /2
i,ü = | w(e)ae 3.2o J -r/z

Following Bra.:rley (]rg>t) a convenient correlation function R is now

defined., for a pair of aerÍal-s separated. by a d.istance d. and. receiving

signals of r¡avelength L, by the relation

nz=W-
, ' 3.3a

o

where

¡+r 
/z

J-n/z
}[(o) cos

nd Sin01
o d.e 3.3b

3 .3c

3.\

rl

and.

¡+n /2g=l w(o)sín
J -n/z

If we now assume W(e) fras the Gaussi

rd

d Sin01
d0\)

an form

w(e) = ¡ erÐ qe2 /ze o2)

then equations 3.3a, b, c ean be used. to evaluate R in terns of the

para.meter 0o, which is the rms width of the distributi.on of equatíon

3.1+. The evaluation is rather complicated unless W(g) is assr:¡red to

be appreciable only for fairly smal1 values of 0, and. then Ít can be

shorn¡n (erantey , L95a) tnat

R = e4p - tr(T oo)'Ì 3.j
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Now Rice (lrgl+>) nas shor,m that if A1 and. A2 are the amplitud.es received.

at the tr¡o aerials, then the Joint probability d.istribution of A1 and

A2 is given by

At Az
p\Alrå2)=-7

wo2(r - R2)

RAr Az

Ìt"ræ-{
wo2(t - R2) 2\ÌI

_ )+{¡(n) - %(r - n2)r(n)} - n

)+-r

At2 * Az2

o (r - n2)

o

3.6

througþ

3.7

)

vhere I^ is the hy¡rerbolic Bessel fimction of zero oriler and. the othero

symbols have alrea-dy been er¡rlained. Sinee the quantities [T]- ana

At = At can be evaLuated. from equation 3.6 in terms of R, then the

emFlitud.e correlation coefficient pO, where

(rr - ãî) (tz - tz)
p

A
{(ar-ÃT)r{a, -tr),¡4

can also be evaluated. in terrns of R, and. hence related. to 0

equation 3.5. ft can then be shown (nrarntey, :?ra) tfrat

pA

r¿here K(n) anA ¡(n) are complete e1lÍptic integrals of the first and

second kind respectively. It is d.ifficrft to obtain vaLues of 0o

using equations 3.7 and 3.5 unless the assumption that R = 1 is made,

r,rhereupon the elliptic integrals simpliff considerably and Bramley has

shor¿n that the following result is obtained:

()+-n)(r-pa) =1-R2

= l* (* r.)' . cQJ. 'J
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Making 0o the subject of thís equation gives
r-(\ - n)'r (r - po)

,4

2rd
?c

which then allotts an estimate of 0o to be mad.e from a measurement of

9¡, the correlation coefficient between am¡llitud.es received. on two

aerials separated by a distanee d., with the restriction that R = 1. An

alternative approach which allor.¡s 0o to be evaluated. for general values

of R ís one where the correlatíon coefficient, gA2, between squared.

a.r,T'1itud.es is measured, where the eorrelation coefficient is defineo

in the same manner as for pn. Equation 3.6 aIlows an evaluation of

the quantíties

AW-L"ot(r+n2)

Ãf=Ãlr=6çoz

coefficient pA2 can then be found. to be

Q¡z = R2

e )o

and.

T?re correlation

J. AU

Using thÌs equation in conjunction with equation 3.5 r¿e no¡,¡ obtain

ê = l- t '1 ^- t- ,'.%-o 2nd t- foge \ooz)I' ' 3'11

which is an estimate of the angular spread of reflected signal without

restrictions on the d.egree of correlation, R, between the aerials.

Bramley has shor,m that another estimate of 0o from '.rFJ-i-

tude òifference measurements is also possible: The joint probability

distribution of equation 3.6 allows the distribution of x = A1 - A2 )

the difference in amplitud,es at the two aerials, to be estimated from
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J.
p(x) = p(Ar, A1 - x)dA1 3.42

3.1\

For values of R near to r.rnity, this d.istribution is normal (Bra:nley,

]rgra) and. is given by

p(x) =
1 exp - {x2/(2r¡Io(1 - R2))}r-^ 3 .13

{znwo(1 - n2)}

Then calculating

=lt î-n2)%

and puttine lxl /î = po (tne atrrerence correlation coefficient) gives

oo=?r.--az)z

l"l =t

This equation ean be used..,in conjrmtion wíth equation 3.5 to obtain

'"=+, 3'L5

which gives another estimate of the angular spread und.er the modef

assumecl, ffid in terrns of the measurable quantitl gl. Hor,¡ever, again

this estimate is subject to the restriction that R be close to unity

as the d.istribution of equation 3.13 was based. on this assumption.

Ihe form of this distribution for general values of R has been shor¡n

ly Fürtn and MaeDonald ( rg\T) to be

^!-
p(x) = (fu)2xexP Iffil

, l- (r + q) erp {nx2El8Ã2(r - ¿2)} ^- ^ 1/
^ )o "t r'r-o

r¿here z = exp - {(1 -R2)/z}
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ft can be shor¡n that the d.efinition

f.þf = 2 x P(x)ax

leads to the relation

À

2nd,

3.L7

Using equatíons 3.5 anô,3"17 the following expression for 0o has been

d.erived.:-
!z^

l"l . r-
p^ = + = (2 _ ñ)tt _ e)q) (n2 _ r)\'á))A

e f- .ou" {tog" (t - ,o'/rc - )r'ñ)) + 1}]
o 3. 18

(¡ lz + arc sin(e) ) I 3.L9

This expression is valid for general values of R.

3.3 .2b Phase statistics

Riee (ig\>) tras calculated. the form of the joint proba-

bility distribution p(41 , A2, þt, ùz) where At,42, rÞt and rf2 are the

amplitud.es and phases of the signals received. at tr.¡o spaeed aerials.

Integrating this probability over all values of A1 and. A2 from 0 to -

the joint d.istribution of phases p(üt, rlz) fras been d.etermined. by

MacDonald (f9)+9) as

p(rþr, þù=+{l-^+
\rz L- g2

vhere I = R cos (,/rf -,rZ)

Bramley (l.g>t) tra" ealculated the probability distribu-

tion of phase d.ifferences from thís distribution and. thís is given by

6 - *zf/z

R cosÖ

/.\ 1- R2 r 1
r:\Y/ 

- 

t-¿tt '1 
- R2 cos2q

]
I
J

+
(r - nz cos2o) 3/2 n/z + arc sin (n cosô)

3.20
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whereó=ùt-tlz

The mean absoLute phase d.ifferenc" l4l i" thus able to be caleulated. and

the following simple result has been obtained by Brarnley:-

For R close to unity I O I

lol -a o p(o)ao

= arc cos(n)

ean thus be ex¡gand.ed. in terms of A =

I
3.2r

(r-n)
AS

lol ,ã t1 + A ltz + 312/160 +

so that

-2r - R =4 lol

From equation 3.5 one obtains
), lol

e
o ñ' 3.22

whieh gives an estimate of the angular spread in terms of the mean

absolute pha*se d.ifference between the aerial-s when R is cl-ose to unity.

To generalise this ex¡rression for 0o to all val-ues of R ue can use the

general result of equation 3.21 vít equation 3.5 to obtain

,o = * {- tog" ("o" lol) % . 3.23" y'zra

This equation is not subjeet to the restrietion that R should. be close

to unity.

At this point it ís interesting to compare equations 3.2

and- 3.22. It is clear that the s relation betwe"" lôl and. a measure

of the angular spread. of d.owncoming waves hold.s even for two models of

opposite exbremes; one mod.el assumíng a single specular reflection
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varying in d.írection of arrival and. the other assurning a fan of ran-

d.only phased rays " It might be intuitively suggested. that the same

relation hold.s for mod.els which represent a combínation of these two

mqd.el-s or even that the relation is a completely general one covering

all situations. Some ex¡lerimental evid.enee tend.ing to support the

latter hypothesis is d.iscussed in the nexb chapter.

3.3.3 A continuous d.istribution of rand.omfv ¡hased. ravs in
the presenee of a steady signal

The foregoing analysis applies to a continuous d.istri-

bution of waves with random phases, as r:dgþt be expected. after dif-

fractive reflection from a rough surface. The term ttrougþ" is used.

in eorparing the scale of irregul-arities in the diffracting surface

with the wavelength of the propagating rad.io rraves. This section

eonsid.ers the case where such a d.istribution of rays exists sinul-

taneously vith a coherently reflected. signal of fixed. amplitude and.

direction. Such a situation raight arise when a stabl-e strong refl-ec-

tor has weak fine scale irregularities iraposed upon it, or when a

reflecting surfaee has weak irregularities belor¿ it.

3" 3.3a Ampl-itude statisties

Again using the approaeh of Bramley (fg¡f) ve consíd.er

m coplanar rays with rand.om phases incid.ent on a spaced pair of

aerials. The voltages ind.uced. on the aerials will be

vL= (t¡t+rf"+X") ^ ^t3.¿4aa cosr
m

I
r=1

1

m

i a

and.

v2
!'=

T
cos (ot+,1r"-Xr) , 3.2 )+u
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- îd.where X, = ï sin Q, and Q" = off ver"bical angle of arrival of the

"th r.y. Following the approach of Rice (rqhf ) equations 3.2\a,b

can be rewritten

tl = 81" cos t¡t - B1= sin of 3.2ja

,2 = BZ, cos r¡t - B2. sin of 3.2ib

where

81" = Xa, cos (rl,, * X")

82. = xa" cos (,1r" - X")

81= = Xa" sin (r!, * X")

B2= = xa" sin (ü" - x")

and. these summations exbend over the m rays. We also note in passing

u'at elpf = B|l = o and fq$; = -B2J1s = ß, if the sunmations

are converted to integrals, where o and ß have been defined. in section

3.3.2. If nor'r a steady signal in the presenee of thisthoi-se" is con-

sidered the ex¡rressions of 3.25 beeome

vl = S cos (ot + Xo) * Br" cos ot - Br. sin ot 3.26a

v2 = S eos (ot - Xo) * Br" cos urt - Br, sin ot 3.26b

where S cos (ot + Xo) ana S cos (ot - Xo) are the voltages produced. in

the respeetíve aerials by a steady signal of amplitud.e S and. arriving

from an off vertical direction fl so that
o

nd. sin Q

,ao
T

is hal-f the phase difference of the signal between the spaced aerials,
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Equations 3.26 then give

At2 = 52 + 2S(Br" cos Xo o 81" sin xo) * t]" * 81.

A22 = S2 + 2S(Br. cos Xo - 82. sin Xo) * 87. * B,z"

whenee

Al2 = A22 = 32 + 2Wo 3.28

where lf has been d.efined by equation 3.2. TLre a.rrplitude correlation
o

statistics may now be evaluated. TLre evaluation is difficult unl-ess

the eoherence ratio (b = S//ZW ) is large corupared. to unity, and. theno'

equatíon 3.27 gives

At = S * 81" cos Xo * 81. sin Xo . # (lr" sin Xo - Bt_. cos Xo)2

3.27a

3.zTb

3.8a
2.

3.æb

3. 31

A2 = S * BZ" cos Xo - 82. sin Xo * å (tr" sin Xo * 82. cos Xo)

The quantities A1 , A1A2 and. A1A2 may nolf be evaluated in order to

caleulate the arrylitud.e correl-ation coefficient pA. The result

(lra¡ntey, 1951) is
- r?t¡

oa = # f 

- 
wfo) cos lFf fcos r) - cos no)]an 3.30

o'o

ff the d.istribution W is assumed to have the Gaussian form of equation

3.\ tnen equations 3.30 and. 3.2 show that

Qn = R
lL

Assuming a correlation of approximately unity in equation 3.! yields

T

ond

the result
e 3.32
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fhis equation gives the angular spread ín terms of the measured. anpli-

tud.e correlation coefficient, between a pair of spaced reeeiving aerials,

when a system of rand.omly phased. contributions with one steady eom-

ponent is present. The restriction that R be elose to unity is easily

removeil by ded.ucing the analytic expression for 0o from equations

3. 31 and 3 . 5 . The result is

1

=-t_f
12 ¡rd.

2 lz

o8" (oo) )
,2

e 3. 33

3. 3¡+

3.35

336

o

An estimation of the eoherence ratio b can be made from a

measurement of the arçlitud.e difference correlation eoeffieient.

Bramley

by

(tg>t) has shorsn that the distribution of x = A1 - A2 is gíven

t- . ex1) - *2/\ hio(1 - R)p (x)
z (nwo ) (r-n)

and. that

l"l = e{
1^l (r-n) %o

lz
A
a.

Puttíng l"l¡l = gO and. using equations 3.35 and 3.31 the coherence

ratio is
2(1 - pa )%_1

h--

p^
D

{ 1t

This ex¡lression is valid. for general values of correlation so that

furbher generalisatÍon ís unnecessary.
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3.3.3b Phase statistics

Branley (:)>t) ha-s shown that for the ease where there is

a strong eoherent signal in the presence of randomly phased Íncoherent

eomponents ("noiset')the resultant phase at either aerial is normally

òistributed.. Furthermore he has shown that the correlation coefficient

between phases: Qpr is equal to the ar¡rlitud.e correlation coefficient

and. both are equal to R. Since p = R we may use equation 3.5 to
tJ/

obtain 0 a-s
o

t4

o û
)]

p(0) =
b

{2n(r - R)}%
exp -

Henee the mean absolute phase differencu lOl is found to be

U = r {- tog- (p
6na

3.37

3. 38

Ttris provides another stimate of 0o from a neasurement of Or. The

d.istribution of Q = (ûr - ,!tz - ZXo) nas been d.educed by Branley as

1
b

e( r - n)rL
{lol rTl

Rearranging this expression and using equation 3.31 the expression for

b beeomes

_1
h--

{

z(r-p )r4
A ??o

lol

Ttris gives a second. estimate of the coherence ratio and ís valid. for

general values of the eorrelation funetion R.
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3.1+ Generalised. auto-correlation techniques

I'ihile the preced.ing analysis provides a basis for the investiga-

tion of the seatterÍng model it d.oes not includ.e the relationship of

the seal-e size of ionospherie scattering irregularities to the observed

scattering pararneters. A more eorçlete and. elegant descríption of the

total picture and. in particular of the relationship of the scattering

parameters to the physical properties of the diffractively refleeting
t'screen" is provided. by generalised correlation theory. In the foltow-

ing sections thís approach as applied. to consid.erations of the iono-

sphere is outlined. A more d.etailed. d.escription may be found. in

Ratcl-iffe (1956) on rahich most of the following work is based..

S.l+.f Generalised. auto-correfation functions

Ilp until now af1 of the correlation analysis described has

separated. the amplitud.e and. phase statistics. A more generalised.

approach is that in which the.d.iffraction pattern is d.escribed. in ter-ns

of a corq>lex wave field, contaÍning both phase and. arnplitud.e informa-

tion.

Consid.er a two d.imensional fan of d.or¡ncoming radiation

producing a one d.imensional- variation of complex wave field. E(x) on

the gror:nd.. The fr:nction E(") rieht suitably be represented. by

E(x) = a(x) eræ (iO(") ) S.)+O

Truo "generalised" (or tcomplex') auto-correlation functions, the

vidths of which are a measure of the scale size of irregularities in

e (x), may nor,¡ be d.efined. as follorls:-
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rE(6) = I r(x)rx(x)],r,

[ ¡(x)n*(x + E)] | [ n {")] *.rl 
2

[ ¡(x)¡x(x + E)l

av

:. hr

3.\2

and

or(e)
[ ¡(x)¡*(x)] It u{")l 

"rrl2
av

An experimental d.eter¡rination of these functions from arrplitude and.

phase information migþt r'¡ell reveal the nature of these funetíons to

be as d.epicted. in Figure 3.2. lhe effect of a coherent component ir

the presence of rand.omly scattered. po'L¡er with a coherenee ratio B is

evid.ent. Here B is the po'l¡er coherence ratío and in terrns of the

formerly used symbol b is, B = b2. Ttre function rr(E) tends to a

lower linút Sle + 1 as { increases expressing the fact that, due to

the steady coherent component, some correl-ation exists between signals

at spaced. points even for very large separations. 0n the other hand.

eE(t), vhich by the d.efinition of equation 3.\z tras the mean fiel-d.

(due to the steady corrponent) removed., tends to zero as { ínereases,

expressing the fact that little correlation between widely spaced

points is expected. for the rand.only scattered component. As rrigþt be

reasonabþ expeeted, for a given separatíon E, the value of rr(E)

wil1- be greater than pr(E) since the fonner funetion includes the

effect of the specular or steady eomponent in its eval-uation.

Ratcliffe (].:g>6) nas shom that rr(E) and eE(E) are in fact related by

the erçression
B * Pr(E)

rr(e ) B+1 aLa
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It is r,¡orth mentioning, in passing, the relation of the

fi:nctions eE(t) and rr(g) to the fu¡ction R deseribed in the analysis

of previous sections. It can be shown that in general

¡2 - lpl'
íf p is complex. ïf scatteríng is symmetricaJ- about some mean d.írec-

tion p will be real and. the foll-owing relation hol-ds

ft = p.

The relation between R and. rr(e) now simply follor,rs from equation 3.\3.

S.\.2 The anEulaï po'r¡rer spectrum

The lniiener-I&lintchine theorem eonveniently describes the

angrrlar power spectrum as the Fouríer transform of the generalised.

auto-correlation fi:nction of the complex wave field. ir¡ned.iately after

ùiffraction by the ionospheríe "screen". Booker, Ratcliffe and. Shinn

(1-)>O ) have shown that the generalised. auto-correlation function, hoï-

ever, is the same in all planes para1lel to the diffracting screen

ind.epend.ent of their d.istance from the screen so that a measurement of

the generalised. auto-correlation function is equally well- mad.e on the

ground. rather than near to the ionospheric screen. The Fourier trans-

form relations between the correlation funetions r(ã) and p(E) ana

their respective angular power spectra are discussed in the following

section and. are su¡marized. by Figure 3.3.
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3.)+.3 TLre angular spread of d.or,¡neominE waves and. the scale
size of d.ÍffractinA irregularities

If AN(x) ís a fi:nction represen'ting the d.ifference from the

mean of the electron density in the scattering screen then the general-

ised. auto-correlation function pO*(E) contains Ínformation about the

seale síze of irregularities in the ionization N(x). ft is of i.nterest

to deternrine T¡¡hat the relation is between this function and. the funetio:

eE(t) which may be measured. on the ground.. The ansr¡er to this lies in

two parts depend.ing on the nature of the scattering screen. Ratcliffe

(]Ig>6) ta" shor¡n that in general the complex "mplitudes f(x) of a r¡a\¡e

on emerging from a scattering screen may be represented. by

f(x) = ery {i^ô(x)} , 3.\)+

where

À0(x) = c exp (irþ).¡w(x) 3.¡+5

Here AQ(x) is the com¡rIex phase and- C and.{, are constants eharaeter-

istic of the med.ium, where

tar:rþ=-v/u. 3.1+6

Usíng such a representation, and. assuming ¡N(x) is a rand.om fi¡netion

normally distríbuted. with stand.ard. d.eviation N*, Branley (I9r5) ft*"

shoran that the auto-eorrelation fr.¡nction of f(x) is given by

rr(e ) = exp ,- O^' (1 - p¡m(c))Ì , 3.\T

where 0* is the stand.ard. d.eviation of llO(") I *d may be expressed as

g = (t2 + ¡zl4'm o Po t ¡

where Ao is the stand.ard. d.eviation of the amplitude in nepers ord 0o

the stand.ard. devÍatÍon of the phase in radians which has been iupressed
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on the ineíd.ent wave by the diffracting sc?een. Ttro important cases

for equation 3.4? now arise.

(r) O-2 ( r . In this case the scatterÍng is called r¡eak'm

ín that the returned. spectrum of waves eontains a large

ud.eviatea (speeular) component as well as diffirse eom-

ponents. Íhen equation 3.\7 becomes

rr(e) = t- Oo,' {t - oo*(g)} 3.\8

Comparison with equation 3.1+3 shows that

b = r/þ^2 and pE(E) = pAN(€) 3.)+9

If pr(E) is of the form

eE(E) = exp - (€2/n'2) s.>o

then where E = .Q, this function falls to L/e and 1, is a

measure of the seale of the gror:.nd diffraction pattern and.

hence also of the ionospheric ionization irregularitíes

(see equation 3.\9). In fact due to the transnitter being

effectively a point source the ground. pattern scale will be

twice the true ionospheric scale (natcriffe, 1956).

(Z) ô 2Þt In this case the scattering is termed strong'm

as large changes are irrposed on the incident rad.io waves by

the scattering med.ium. Bramley (L95r) tras shor¡n that then,

if

oAN(E) = e:q) G E2/E2o) , 3.51

equation 3.1+7 beeomes
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3.4.)+ The determination of the coherence ratio

The relationship between p(E) ana r(E) as described by

equation 3.\3 attoas an estimate of B to be mad.e. Making B the subject

of the formula the result

!= 3 .5l+

is obtained, showíng that an estimate of p(E) ana r(g) for a given

separation E allows an estimate of B to be made.

Another method- of calculating B can be d.ed.uced. from the

arralysis of llhale and Gard,íner ( L966) who have shor¿n that the proba-

bility P that the phase d.ifferenee between a pair of separated.

points on the gror:nd. lies between - r/2 and. + n/2 is given by

P = 1 - r --P(E) exp {- n} 3.ij
2

Rearranging to make B the subject of the formula gives

!=- 1og. {2(1 - P) /(t - p(6))} 3.56

It is to be noted that P as well as p will d.epend. on the separation

of the observing points.

3.5 Discr.r,ssion

fn the preceding sections some theories have been d.escribed. rr¡here

anplitud.e and phase information are required. A number of workers in

this field. of enquiry have been able to obtain only amplitud.e informa-

tion and a coTrmon method of investigation has been based. on the rrork of

Rice (lgl+>), as has been described in seetion 3.2. It has been noted

by various workers (".e. ltrhale and Gardiner, L966) tfrat the probability
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distribution mu.st be measured. very aecurately to give good. estimates of

the coherence ratio. As this requires the analysis of long records

the requÍrement that the record.s represent a statistieally stationary

situation then poses uncertaintíes .

Another assr::nption which is eonmon to the Rice theory as well as

the other theories d.escribed. in this chapter for measuring the co-

herence ratio is that only one signal, or coherent component, of ccn-

stant amplitud.e and d.irection of arrival is present. fn practice this

rdght welI be rather an id.ealised. mod.el and. d.epartures from these re-

quirements which nright occur are not aJ-loued. for in any of the theories

presented here. tr'urthermore, the theories discussed in this chapter

implieitty assume that variations of the r'¡ave field. observed on the

ground. are due to diffraetive interference effeets between the com-

ponents of the angular spectrum. fnstances of d.eparture from these

conditions possibly coul-d occur, d.ue, for example, to fad,ing of signals

introd.uced. by spatial variations of refl-ection coefficient, or d,ue to

variable absorption below the heigþt of reflection, so that in these

cases an "equivalent" model may be d.erived. which is possibly not truly

descriptive of the screen itself. ïn víew of such uncerbainties the

theory d.escribed. in section 3.3, which has as its criterion for accep-

tanee of a mod.el- the need for consistency between several- independ.ent

estimates of a given parameter, or the generalised. theory of secticn

3.\ is probably more reliable to apply to the investigation of eo-

herence ratios than the Rice (::g\> ) nethod. above.
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statistics for ârr asslrmed. rand.omly phased angular spectrum of waves

have been given and. some of Bramley's (:Lg>t) results have been genera-

1ised. to remove the restriction of higþ correlation between signals

received on spaced. aerials. The generalised. equations 3.11, 3.18

and.3.23 provid.e the basis for calculating the angular spread 0o of

such a system of waves from a measurement, at spaced aeriaJ-s, of the

squared. amplitud.es correlation coefficient 0O2, the amplitud.e dif-

ference correlatÍon coeffieient QO, and the mean absolute phase

differene" lOl, respectively. Similarly, statistics are given for a

similar d.istribution of '\4¡aves but accompanied by a steady signar of

constant amplitud.e and. d.ireetion of arrival- The equations for a

d.eterrnination of the coherence retío and- the angular spread. in terms

of measured. values of pA, o, and 16l are equations 3.33, 3.36, 3.37

and 3.39. ft has also been shown that equally vel1 a kno'u¡le,4g€. of the

generaJised. auto-correfation function of the complex wave field on the

ground. would. all-ow d.eductions to be made about the angular porrer

spectrum and. the scale size of ionospheric irregularities.

It has been pointed. out that d.ue to other than interference effect

true specul-ar reflections may be masked. by "spurious" effects such as

variable absorption and ehanging reflection range so that a certain

d.egree of d.egeneration of any coherent system of refleeted. waves to-

ward.s apparent rand.omness night be ex¡lected. It is also pointed out

that phase difference quantities probably Lead to the nost reliable

ind.ieation of the angular spread. of a system of d.or^¡ncomíng'r¡raves.
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tr'inal1y, it is appreciated. that due to the possibility of t'spurious"

effects an aecepted. model ndght not describe the true ionospheric

t's creen" precisely.
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CTAPTER h

OBSERVATIOI\S OF THE NATURE OF PARTTAL REFIECTTONS

l+ 
" f int r"od.r.reti on

fhe theories dj-seussed. j.n the i-ast chapter have formed. a basis for

an e:cperimental- investigatton of the nature of D-region par.bial reflec-

tions, and in thi-s ehapter the resul-ts obtained- and. the interpretarions

they harre been gi",ren are presente0. E:çerirnental observations were

mad.e over the period. Febr"lary 1971 to Mareh L972. In seetion \.2

observati.ons of the angul-an spread. of domeomÍ-ng partially refleeted.

l¡aves from measuremellts of phase d.j.fferenees between spaced. ror,¡s of

a.eriais are presented" The ang'uiar spread., as pointed. out Ín ehapter

5, is a pa:t"ameter ÍmpcrruanÌ; in d.etel"mÌning the rel-iabÍlity of electron

oensity profiles d.ed.ueed from the DÍfferentÍaI AbsorptÍon Ex¡reriment

'-,.-\(DAE) " 1n 'irJ.ew of ti:e err"ors assoeiated. with off vertical reflectÍons.

fn see"bj"c-r:. 4"3 the more detailed. na'bure of the scattering processes Ís

eorasj.d.er'ed. I'irsily, sor¿e obsel"vatíons using a símple approaeh are

presentetì., forle'"wed. by resulls of qua,ntitative sùud.:Í.es of scattering

mod.ell-s. 0ther resuite rellevant to these stuåíes are cleseribed. in

seetÌon +.\" l"ína:i-ìLy, the results presented. in this cìrapter are d.is-

eu.ssed. and elmpared ¡,,r.í-th other avaj-lable evj_d.enee.

)+.2

ln chapter 3 it was poÌnted out tha"u the mean absol-ute phase

d.ífferenee be'bween a spaeed pair of aeria1 s is probably the most
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reliable índ.icator cf the angular spread of the spectrum of r¡aves fall-

ing on those aerials. The anguJ-ar spread.0o was shor,m to bear the same

rel-ation to the mean absolute phase difference for both a wand.ering

specular signal and. a eontinuous spread. of rand.on.Iy phased. signals,

provid.ed that the aerial-s were spaeed elosely enough, and this

relation r.¡as

e 2rd, t

r¿here lOl is the mear:. absolute phase ôifference anil d. is the separation

of the tr¡o rows of a,eríals" ft was eonsidered. that this relation r¡oulo.

suffice to describe all situations which could be regarded as varia-

tions or eombi-nations of the two extreme models mentioned. above. Some

experimental- evid.ence for the generality of the above exlgression is

tïseussed. in Sl+.3. l+.

The najor proporbion of observations of the angular spread. of

downeomlng pårtlally refXeeted waræe t¡ae &adê uÊ1ng phase difference

infor'uatton from spaeÊd rorrs of åarf.aLs aB dcEcrfbed. in 92"\.5.

l{eaeurenênts using this systcm werc talrcn from nåd February 19T1 to

the enð of Novembêr 1971. Tn moEt nonthg, recordg were teken on onê

or ttto d.ays ncar thc mfd,dte of the nonth. The maJority of the record.B

wcre tekcn near loeal noon but Eonê obsêrvatfonE were mad.e ncar Bun-

rfse and. EunEet ar¡d. s, fcw obEcrvatlons werE mede at night. Tlrfe

Eeetlon lE dcvoted. to a d,iEcrreEton of these rceults.
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)+.2.t Examples of records

The experimental arrangement for the measurement of angular

spread has been d.escribed in chapter 2 anð, a schematic of the system

was shown in tr'ígure 2.9. Bríef1y reeapitulating; three para11e1 rows

of aerials rrere used. to study the signals arriving in a vertical plane

at right angles to the length of the ror{'s. The phase d.ifferences

between the centre row and. eaeh outer row'were separately obtained..

One of these quantitiesllas record.ed. as welL as the d.ifference between

the two phase d.ifference quantities. Figure l+.1 shows some typical

record.s for partial reflections from various heigþts. An inspeetion

of these reveal-s severar generally observed. characteristics. rt is

immeÔiately apparent that the mean absolute phase d.ifference, which is

a d.irect inùicator of the angular spread. of the received. spectn:m of

waves, increases vith increasing height. The recorcLs al_so show a

generally observed. increase of fading speed. with increasi.ng height.

Some quantitative assessments of these observations will now be d.is-

cus seil .

)+.2.2 Results

fLre monthly results obtained for the angular spreail are

summarized by the plots of Figure \.2. The resuLts for the first

three months of d.ata are plotted on the one graph since.l-ess results

were taken in the initial stages. The successive graphs each contain

al-l- of the results obtained- for each of the following months ar¡d.

virbually a ful-l- seasonal cycle is covered.. The sofid euï'v'es d.epict

the mean angular spread. as a function of height.
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A significant feature of all of the graphs is the fairly

steady increase of angular spread with inereasing height up to about

90 km, with a shar¡: increase being evid.ent in several profiles at about

85 t¡r. The few results taken above 90 km show that a decrease of

angular spread is evid.ent. A few E-region total reflection results are

d.istinguished. on some of the graphs and ind.icate that the angular

spread. of E-region refLections is generally less than for any of the

D-regíon partiaJ refLections.

l+.2.5 Seasonal and dailv variations

The soliil curves of Figure l+.2 have a]-l- been includ.ed on

the one graph in tr'igure )+.3a. Ttre graphs ind.icate a marked- inerease

in spread d.uring June in the heigþt range T5 to 90 km but other thar:

that the curves show hard.ly any more variation throughout a season

than is expected. in d.ay-to-d.ay variations in any one month, as indi-

cated. by the scatter of points in the plots of Figure )+.2. ff a

d.istinetion between the curves for all- months is mad.e , however, no

systematic seasonal trend.s are found belor¡ 85 tm but above this there

is evid.ence of a smal-l- systematic increase of angular spread until

winter, when a sudden increase oecurs in June, followed by a d.ecrease

toward.s surnmer. Finally, Figure \.3b shows the mean profil-e of

angular spread averaged. over all months.

The scatter of points in the plots of Figure )+.2 show that

there is a clear seasonal- trend in the variability of the measured

angular spread. of partially reflected waves observed on d.ifferent

oecasions. fn Jrrne there is a marked. increase in the scatter of
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Ttre praetieal plotting of phasor d.iagrams has been accomplished

with the aid. of a computer plotter. Many plots have been made from

measurements of the amplítud.e and phase of the signals reflected from

the D- and E-regions but only a few typieal plots will be discussed

here. In Figure )+.5 some phasor diagrams and segments of the anpli-

tud.e and. phase reeorils to whích they correspond are given. All plots

have approximately the sarne number of points, so that effective com-

parisons of the ranilomness of the patterns can be mad.e. An inspection

of Figure )+.5 shows some interesting features:-

(r) The 103 km (E-regÍon) plot shows characteristics typieal cf

a strong specular signai in the presence of weak randornly phased.

ttnoíse" contributions .

(Z) The 95 km pl-ot shows a typical instance where no coherent

contribution to the resui-tant signal is apparent and. a "ba1l of

l'roo1" centred. close to the origin is obtained.

(S) lhile the phase is almost r:niforrnly distributed. over the

range 0 - 2n for the T5 kn record-, it is plain that a eompletely

randomly phased signal is not received.. The exa.nple serves welf

to emphasize a point which was d.iscusseil in the last chapter. In

the particular case shor¡n here, it is apparent that two strong

phase coherent contributions are beating together aniL ale dor¿ina-

ting the resultant received. signal. The distinction between the

T5 km and. 95 km phase recoril-s illustrates the apparent difference

in the mechanisrns which are producing the al¡rost uniform d.istri-

butions of phase in the two cases.
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eharacteristics but with ocea,sional occurrences of random like signals.

Above 85 tn the refleeted. signals have consistently d,ísplayed a con-

paratively rand.om behaviour with very few exceptions.

\.1.2 The equations for studying refleetion mod.els

From the end of November 1971- experiments d.irected toward.s

the determination of the applieability of two alternative scatte"ring

mod.els were carríed. out. Ihe theories d.escribed in the last chapter

in 53.2 provid.eil a means for exa,mining the suitability of either of

the tr¡o model-s considered.. The first model assumed. a two dimensional

spectnm of randomly phased. component signals whil-e the second. nodel

assuned. that in ad.d.ition to this random eomponent a strong coherent

signal of fixed. amplitud.e and. d.irection of arrivaf was present. For

convenient reference the equations relating measurable statistical

properties of the received signals to the angular spread and coherence

ratio of the angular spectrum of dor¡ncoming waves are all tabulated in

Table l+.1.

The various syrnbols used. are d'efined' as foltrows:-

e - spread of the angular spectrum of vaves.
o

b - eoherence ratio (for ampLitud.es).

I - probing rad.io wavelength.

d. - separation of the pair of receiving aerials.

pA - correlation coefficient between the amplitudes at

these two aerials"
tgAt - correlation coefficient between a,rnpJ-itud.es squarecl

at the two aerials.
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- amplitud.e d.ifference correlation coefficient between

the two a,erials.

- the mean absolute phase d.ifference between signals

received at the pair of spaced aerials.

The criterion for acceptance of either mod.el has been that

consistency of either the three estimates for 0 in model 1 or of the
o

two estimates of b in rnodel 2 is evid.ent from measurernents of Þ¡, g¡2,

9O and lOl calculated from the record.ed. d.ata.

)+ . 3 .3 Exa.mples of record.s

The ex¡lerimental- arran.gement has been d.escribed. in chapter

2 but it will be briefly recapitul-ated. here. GeneraJ-ly, four separate

rovs of reeeiving aerial-s vere used.. One pair was aligned. at rigþt

angles to the other pair as d.epicted. in Figure 2.L0. The amplitud.e

for each rornr, the phase d.ifference between para11el rows anil the phase

for one rov of each paraIlel- pair were al.l record.ed. on sn eight channel

chart recorder. Phase information could be resolved. to t 3.50. fhe

use of orthogonal ror,¡s of aerials enabled a check for asym.etry of the

angular spectrun of returnecl r^¡aves. Figure )+.7 i." a reprod.uction of a

segment of chart recoril used for investigating the nature of the re-

ceived. partial-ly reflected signal . Many recorcLs of a similar kind r¡ere

obtained and these were d.igitized and the data punched onto card.s for

subsequent computer analysis .

)+.:.)+ A comparison of parameters caleul-ated from the equatíons
of Table )+.1

For the purposes of comparison,

tabul-ated. in Table )+.2 r¿here the parameters

some typical resul-ts are

0 and. b have been
o
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calculated. using firstly Brarn]-eyrs (:-95f) theory assuming higþ cor-

relation betveen spaced. observing aerials and. secondly using the

generalisation of these equations as derived. in the last chapter to

cover aJ-I correlation cond.itions.

Where the d.egree of correlation, as represented. by pl

or pA is higþ, it can be seen from Table )+.2 that there is litt1e

difference between the two sets of ealculated. paraneters. However,

when the eorrelation becomes small, as is often the case for signals

returning from above 80 km, the results show that usually the angular

spread. 0 is significantly und.erestimated. unless the generalised'o
equations are used. in calculating 0o. A notable exception is where

0 is calcul-ated. from l6l "rra 
this is considered. to lend. justifieation

o

to the assumption that the relation 0- = \ lOl/ena, as usecl in seetion
o I I r'

)+.2, is of quite general val-id.ity. Througþout the investigations the

generalísed equations of Table )+.1have been used. Table \.3 shows a

set of results obtained. in such a manner. Omissions occur in the

table where either certain information was not recorded due to techni-

cal d,ifficulties or the parameter vas u¡d.efined aecord.ing to the work-

ing equations.

)+ . 3 .5 The appli cability of the s cattering mod.el-s

For the sake of convenience, as in Tabl-e \.1, the model

assuming a randomly phased spectrum of vaves vith no specular com-

ponent will be referred. to as model 1 vhile the model which assunes

an ad.ditional specular eomponent will be referred to as nodel 2.

Several- d.ifferent features are evid.ent in the results of Tab1e \.3,

but generally a result .fal-l-s into one of the following categories:
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(r) Model 1 is appropriate.

(z) Model- 2 is appropriate.

(:) Neither model is appropriate.

(l+) Asymmetry for the orthogonal observing planes is

evident.

Some of the results fa1l somewhere in betr¡een these broad

classifications. For example in Table \.3 tfr" results for the 73 km

echo at t6t5 nrs on 30/ttl71 fit neither model wel1, althougþ possibly

mod.el l rnight be favoured.. 0n the other hand., since model 2 assumes

that b is large compared. vith unítl, it is possible that a r¡eak specu-

1ar component is present and that consistency for the second model

breaks d.own because b is not large. The results for 80 and. 85 km on

the same d.ate are consid.ered to be in good agreement with mod.el 1.

As with the phasor diagram resr¡lts of 5\.3.1it has been

found convenient to d.istinguish betr¿een two regions within the D-

region in the present investigation and the bound.ary betveen these is

again best placed. at about I5 tm. Table )+.)+ srunnarizes the classi-

fication of all results obtained. making this d.istinction. The few

E-region resufts obtained. have not been included. for the region above

85 t*. Although fer'¡er observations were made for the l-owest D-region,

d.ue to smaller reflected. sígna1 levels (Ueing aceented. in sur¡mer), it

is thougþt this factor is not significant enough to invalid.ate any of

the conclusions dram.
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might well be a tendency for the rtruer seatteríng mod.el to be masked

by variable absozption and. reflection coeffícient effects with a

resultant degeneration tor,¡ard.s apparent randomness of the observed

signal. From such reasoning it is suggested. that in Tabl-e l+.\ tfre

figures for agreement with mod.el 1 night be regard.ed as a,n upper

limit r¿hi1e those for model 2 as a lower linit. One point r¡hieh is

quite'significant is that all of those records which are not in agree-

ment with model t have had. some eoherent or specular contribution but

in many eases this has not com¡rIied. i,rith the stringent assr:m¡ltions of

modef 2 anð, the precise d.efinition of the coherence ratio. Ïf we were

to consider that al1 records which are not in agreement with rnod.el 1

are classified. as having some specular component (not necessarily a

statistically stationary situation) tnen we would find. (see Table )+.h)

that I9/' of records above 85 tn anð' 5O/' of those below 85 tn exhibit

some form of coherent contribution. ft seens fairly well established-

then that a sig¡ificantly greater occurrence of specular or coherent

contributions occurs in the lower height regions of the D-region. Ihe

possibility that "masking" effects, d.ue to variable absorption and

reflection characteristics, are more pronounced above I5 t¡r is recog-

nized. and it is felt that although such an effect ís possible, it

probably vould not accor¡rt for the d.ifference observed for the two

heíght regions d.istinguished in this work. This subject could present

an interesting fine of theoreticat enquiry, although no such attempt

has been made in the present study.
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)1.3.T The ínflexibility of model 2 and the concept of
coherence ratio

In view of the results sunmarized by Table )+.1+ the

assrmptionrfor mod.el 2, that only a single specular component of fixed

a.rrplitud.e and direction of arrival is present often proves to be a

restrietive one. A consid.eration of the physical situation, in vhich

we have an ionosphere probably in continual motion with drift veloci-

ti.es of the ord.er of 50 m/sec,d.emonstrates that sueh a result is per-

haps not surprising. þ definition the specular eorrponent is a plane

r¡ave of fixed. arrplitud.e and direetion of arriva]. Hor¡ever, any'wave

refl-ected. from the ionosphere will ahnost certainly vary in d.irection

to some exbent, so that the a1lowab1e limits of d.irection change wíthin

a specified tíme interval must be d.efined. before a'wave can be classed

as speeular or not. These limits will d.epend. on the accuracy with

which phase measurements can be made. With the equipment useil, a

resolution of + J.!o was achieved and at a row spacing of about 2OO

metres and. a wavelength of about 1!0 netres the allowable variation

ín d.irection of arrival of a "specular" couponent before it is eon-

sidered. to be ehanging in d.ireetion of arrival is less than 10. Such

a limit places stringent requirements on the stability of the iono-

sphere over a record.íng period (typically about 5 n-inutes) and. such

requirements, on the evid.ence of Table )+.)+, are oflen not met.

Ihe strict d.efinition of eoherenee ratio would. preseribe a

1or¡ value for a eompletely "coherent specular" reflection wandering in

direction of arrival. In this sense the formal coherence ratio is at

variance with what one would normally intuitively associate r¡íth the
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concept of coherence. lt is well known that more than about five

sinrulta¡eous specular components with ind.epend.ently varying phases

are indistinguishable from a rand.om speetrur:r of waves (Go1d.stein,

1958) and. in this case the prescribed. coherence ratio is a useful

quantity, especially since the observed t'coherencet' properties of

refleetions are often suffícient for many purposes where a d.etailed.

morphologr of the reflection processes themsel-ves are not required.

Tn summarizing the foregoing diseussion it is eoneluded.

that those results in Table \.\ whíeh do not fit either of the

assr.unecl models may represent one or more of the following situations:-

(f) Up to three or four separate specular components

are present (if tnere vJere more, the results rsoul-d. fÍt

the random mod.el reasonably well).

(z) The specular component(s) wand.er about in direction

of arrival.

(S) The specular component(s) nave time varying anplí-

tudes.

()+) The specular component(s) 
"oay 

not aceotxrt for a

large fraction of the poÌrer returned., eontrary to the

assrmption in model 2 tinat b > 1.

On inspection of Table )+.S it is fel-t that evid.ence for

the existenee of one or more wanilering specular components is pro-

vid.ed. by the fact that b' as estimated. from the mean absolute phase

d.i-fferenee (equation )+.10) is usually lower than b cafculated. from

amplitud.e statisties (equation )+.9). A wandering specular component
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could be expected to leave ¿¡s anllitud.e statístics virtually unaffee-

ted. whereas the mean absolute phase difference would be increased.,

prod.ucing a discrepaney with b ealcuJ-ated. from the alçlitud.e results

in the sarne sense evid.ent in the results girren in Table )+.3.

)+. ¡. I Asymmetri c recorcls

fn the present contexb "asynmetry" to"y arise in tt¡o

òistinct forns:-

(f) A d.ifferenee in the appropriate classification of

models for the orthogonal observing planes occurs.

(Z) Consistent mod.els fit both planes but a signíficant

d.ifference in the angular spread or coherence ratio is

obtained. for the trnro planes.

An example of a record. classífied. in category (t) is tnat

for T2 km taken at 1350 hrs on 2T/3/72. In the N-S plane model 2

fits i¡eIl, v'hereas in the E-lI plane mod.el 1 is probably a cfoser fit .

A physical situation which r.aould give rise to such a circunstanee'is

one where a speeular component arriving from an off vertical- angle

lies closely in the N-s observing p1ane. varying d.egrees of asyrnmetry

ni$t be ex¡lected depending on the geometrical- aspect of the specular

reflection with respect to the two orbhogonat observing planes. On

the one extreme, one plane may agree r,¡ith mod.el 1 and. the other with

mod.el 2 or, al-ternatively, both may agree r,¡ith model 2 but have ùif-

fering cafculated eoherence ratios, purely d.ue to the geometrieal

projection of an off vertical conponent onto both planes. An example

of the latter possibility is afforded. by the results of Table l+.3 for
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75 km at 1600 hrs on I5/A2/71,. fhis cEìse ove?laps uith the second

category of as¡munetry listed. above.

T\'ro good exa,:npIes of results in the second. category, where

the angular spread. Ì,¡as asynmetrie, are shor.m for 88 kn at 1)+OO hrs and.

tor 80 km at t\t5 nrs, both on 2T/3/72. In these cases mod.el 1- fitted

both planes but the angular spread., in both cases, d.iffered by a factor

of about two betveen the orthogonal planes, vith the larger spread. in

the E-W plane. A sinilar case occurs at 90 kn at 1550 hrs on ]-.l/tZ/Tt

as seen in Table \.3 and. this asynmetry is seen to be consistent with

the exa.:nples of record.s shovn in Figure )+.7 fron rn¡hich these results

r¡ere derived. Tt is apparent that in such situations the mechanism for

prod.ucing such an asymnetry effect will be d.ifferent from that required

to erçlain the type of asymmetry of the first category. llhere reflect-

ing irregularities are elongated in one d.ireetion such a situation

ndCht arise. Tt vas sur¡nised. that possibly a factor eontributing to

such an anisotropy rtright be a pecuJ-iarity in the drift velocity.

Since the experimental method. enployed ínherently requires the a,rr¡rli-

tud.e record.s for spaced rows of aerials in orthogonal planes, the

necessary velocity information is able to be derived. from the records

obtained. The flexibilíty of the ex¡rerimental arrangement becomes

evident, for d.rift velocity deterrninations, simrrltaneous vith scatter-

ing model investigations, are able to be mad.e. A compílation of the

d.rift velocities shov¡ed. that at BB tm at 1\00 hrs the velocity was

3\.8 m/sec in a direction 5Oo East of North whil-e at 80 km at l\t5 ¡rs

the velocity was \4.5 m/sec in a direction t31o East of Norbh. At

1550 hrs the velocity at 88 tmwas 30.1 m/sec in a direction 'l2o East
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of amplitud.e fading periods d.escribed. in $l+.\.e and. it is seen that

d.istinctly slower fad.ing, consistent with more stable conditions,

occurs in the lower D-region. It is interesting to compare these

results with the observations of the angular spread 0o reporbed in

section \.2. If the drift velocity is assr:med. to be eonstant to the

first order, the fad.ing speed will be inversely proportional to the

scale of the pattern, which is, in turn, inversely proportional to

e Thus rapid fad.íng should correspond to large values of 0^. Theo--o
observed seasonal and d.iurnal changes and height variation of fading

period. are reasonably consistent with this interpretation.

There is generally a paucity of experimental evidence

regard.ing the nature of D-region seattering so that only a fer¡ com-

parisons of the present results with observations of other r.¡orkers

are possible. An isolated. measurement of the spread of the angular

spectrum of waves parbially reflected. from the D-region has been made

by Go11ey and- Rossiter (1970) from amplitud.e observations used for

d.rifts analysis , and they reported a calculated. cone semi-angle of

a5o at about 90 km. The results presented in Figure )+.2 show that

angular spread.s of about this magnitude were observed. near 90 km

during the course of the present investigations. fn Figure h.tZ ttre

vinter (tgll) profile of angular spread. measured at Ad.elaid.e is com-

pared with a winter (1970) profil-e obtained by vincent (7972) at

Ottawa. Ttre latter worker used a beam switching experiment in which

the relative signal povers reeeived. with a )+ aipote and a )+O d.ipole

array vere used. to deduce the angular spread. of dor¡ncoming waves.
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Although a quantitative comparíson of the profiles is d.ifficult, unless

a transformation betveen the two dimensional approach used. here and. the

three ùimensional approach used. by Vincent is made, strong sinrilarities

in the profiles are seen. A slowly increasing angular spread. with in-

ereasing heieht up to about 85 fm and then a sharp increase at about

85 tm ís evid.ent in both profiles. No data above 90 km is avail-able

for Ottawa and. the Ad.el-aid.e results show a peak in spread. at about 9l

km. Another conclusion vhieh was d.ram by Vincent (f972) from a study

of anplitude statistics vas that many echoes resufted. from scatter from

several- irregularities usually greater than four in number, although

significant occurrences of specular contributions were noted.. Although

Vincent has not directly d.istinguished between two height regimes in

his work, the overal1 agreement of the present results in Table )+.3 is

quite good.

The present resul-ts shorr¡ consistency with the vork of Vincent

Ogel), and. Fraser and. vincent (:)lO) , the latter work being based on

observations of the coherence and. scale size of phase variations of the

growrd. d.iffraction pattern formed. by partial refl-ections. Ttte co-

herence ind.ex d-erived. by these workers showed that generally much

higher coherence was observed for the 70 - T9 km region than for the

BO - 8g km regíon. The smallest pattern si.ze, highest fading rates and

the lowest coherence were a1l observed in winter and support the presenl

results which indicate that the greatest angular spread and variability

as well- as highest fad.ing rates occur in winter. TYre notion that the

D-region is most disturbed. in vinter has a^lso been subscribed to by
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many workers includ.ing Gregory and Manson (tg6g) who showed. that ancma-

lous behaviour and. greatest variability of D-region eleetron densities

occurred. in r,¡Ínter. fhey postulated that these find.ings could. be

associated. with the upward. propagation of large scale wave motÍons

which theoretieally can propagate to D-region heights only in winter

(Ctrarney and Drazin, :]6l). Nordberg and Smith (tg6S) and Nordberg

at a1. (tg6>) from roeket grenad.e studies of D-region temperatures at

lriallop's Island (:8om) have arrived at simil-ar conclusions regard.ing

the seasonaf stability of the D-region. fheir mean temperature pro-

files shot¡ that the mesosphere is warmer in winter than ín summer.

Summer profiles shor^¡ smooth height variations of tenperature with good.

consistency from d.ay to d-ay. The winter profiles however often exhibit

multiple peaks or ínversions which appear to be unstable in that they

lack d.ay to d,ay consistency. The resul-ts are therefore eonsistent

with a l-ess stable winter D-region.

Another aspect of D-region stud.ies is eoncerned. with the vertical

thickness of D-region scattering regions. Gregory and. Vineent (f970)

shor¿ed. that in the 80 - 90 kn height interval substantially thieker

regions appeared. to contribute to a given reflection than for reflec-

tions received. from below this region. This finding is eonsistent with

a physical situation where there are a greater number of independent

components contributing to reflections from above BO tn resulting in

less coherent echoes from that region, and in this respect the present

results may therefore be consid.ered. to be consistent with those of

Gregory and. Vincent.
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Austin and Mans on (t969) har.e reporbed that observations of D-

region reflection characteristies are best erçlained. by the presence of

several seatterers filling only a minor porbion of the available scat-

tering volume. ft is suggested. that the results of the present Ínvesti-

gation which fit neither of the models investígated, may well be ex-

plained by a nod.el si¡rilar to that of AustÍn and. Manson (]1969) , where

several 'rcoherent" eomponents may be present. ft is uncertain whether

the results which were found. to be consistent r¿ith a spectrum of ran-

d.only phased. components are due to a continuous vol-r:me scatter process

or due to several ind.epend.ent coherent eomponents greater than about

five in nu:nber producing an equivaLent effect.

fn eontrast to the good. agreement which has been found between the

pÏesent results and. the results of other workers, as has been just d.is-

cussed., some resul-ts of von Biel (rglr) appear to be in d.isagreement

with the present results and those of other l¡orkers. The conclusions

of von Biel, d.erived- from studies of arrplitud.e distributions using the

theory of Ríce (r9\5), are in d.irect contrast to the results eneoun-

tered. in the present investigation in that they show pred.oninantly a

rand.only phased. Rayleigh type scatter for the lower D-region with a

significant increase in the occurrence of reflections having a specu-

1ar component at heights or 85 and. 90 km. The opposite effect has been

found. in the present results. The present stud.ies and. those of von Biel
'w'ere carried out at different times of the year at somer¡hat d.ifferent

l-atitudes, but it ís consid.ered- u¡likely that such consid.erations can

account for the d.ifference in results obtained. The results of von Biel
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show an inconsistency with the characteristics of D-region parbía1

reflections as obser¡¡ed. at the sa¡re sÍte by other workers (..g. Fraser

and. Vincent, 1970; Gregory and. Vincent, 1970) and consequently they

must be regard.ed. as suspeet.

l+.6 Conelusions

In this chapter results have been presented. whieh are consistent

vith the notion of decreasing eoherence of partial reflections with

increasing height in the D-region. A rapid. transition in this sense

appears to occur at about 85 tm, this being inferred from the evidence

of three observed. characteristies of the received. echoes. Firstly, a

sharp increase of angular spread. oecurs at 85 krn (see Figure \.SU);

secondly, the scattering from above 85 tm shows far l-ess coherence than

for the lower D-region (see Table h.)+); and. finally, slower fading is

observed. below 85 t<n than for the higher regions, indicating greater

stability and eoherence of the partial reflections from the lower D-

region.

Finally, it is to be noted. that these observations quantitatively

veriflr similar conclusions vhich were d.ral¡n from qualitative assess-

ments of chart record.s and. the associated. phasor d.iagram representa-

tions of the complex wave fiel-d. obsezved. on the ground, exa.mples of

which were shown in Figure )+.5. On the who1e, the results presented

in this chapter show good. agreement with the smafl amount of other

available evid.ence relevant to the nature of D-region partial reflec-

tions.
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CHAPTER 5

THEORETTCAI ASPECTS OF T1IE DTFFERENTIAL ASSORPTION EPERTMENT
FOR STUDTTNG D-REGTON ELECTRON DENSTTTES

5.7 Tntrod.uction

ïn chapter 1, in the survey of ground based rad.io method.s for

studying the ionosphere, two ground based. radio techniques for study--

ing D-region eleetron densities were briefly described. One of these,

the Differential Absorption Ex¡:erinent (¡eg) uas employed as part of

the project described in this thesis for investigating the D-region,

and in this chapter the prelirnlnary theoretical aspects which need.

consideration before such an experiment can be interpreted. are d.is-

eussei[. The theoretical fra,mework for deternining electron densities

along r¡ith the und.erlying assr::nptions , properties and. d.eficieneíes of

the theory are discussed.

,.2 The reflection mod.el

f\'ro inportant processes affectÍng received. partial reflection

arnplitud.es must be considered. in d.etermining electron d.ensi.ties from

partiaJ- reflection measurements ; these are absozption and., reflecti"on

processes. Some controversy has arisen in recent years (ptood., 1969;

Ho1t, 1969; Belrose, L?TO) as to the theoretical- d.escription of sueh

proeesses that should. be applied to the interpretation of experimental

investigations. The originat theory of Gard.ner and. Pawsey (fgf¡)

assuned that partial reflections arise from Fresnel reflection at
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sharp diseontinuities in refraetive ind.ex of large horizontaJ- extent.

fn later years Flood. (tg68, ::969 ) iras given a rigorous theory for the

situation where a given reflection is composed of a continuum of con-

tributions from a seattering volu:ne geometrically d.etermined. by the

transmitted pulsewid.th and antenna beamwidth. fhis theory took intc

account differential absorption of the t0' and rXr moile waves in the

scattering volume itself to arrive at a sophistieated. iterative pro-

cess for determining electron densities.

Belrose and. Burke (fge[) have shor¿n that, using the Booker

scattering mod-el to describe contributions from a scattering volume

(but negtecting d.ifferential absorption l¡ithin that volume), the sa"rne

ratio of'Xr and.tOrreflection coeffícients **/*o is obtained. as for

the strict F?esne1 mod.el employed by Gardner and. Pawsey. inlhile the

resul-ts of chapter h would indicate that on oceasions a volume scat-

tering mod.el could be appropriate, it is nol¡ generally agreed. that in

most situations there is little d.ifference between electron densities

d.educed. from the various rival- theories (noft, L969; Flood., 1969;

Belrose , I]TO). Some resul-ts given in chapter 8, which may be inter-

preted. as being consístent with this find.ing, shor.r that well d.efined

preferred heigþts of reflection of'ben exist in the D-region, suggest-

ing that refl-ecting regions tend to be of limited. vertical extent and

possibly oceupy a space smaller than the all-owabl-e scattering volume,

in which case the volume scattering theory wouId. be expected. to red.uce

to the simpl-er Fresnel- theory. The simpler Fresnel theory of reflec-

tion has been adopted for the DAE work described in this thesis and

onl-y this theory will be d.escribed here.
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Varior:s r¿orkers have consid.ered. that the presence of off-vertieal

reflections in the DAE has prod.ueed significant uneertainties in calcu-

lated. electron d.ensity profiles as a result of uncertainties in the tr¿r

heights from r,rhich signals are being reflected.. I,,¡ith the large aerial

array used. in the present study, the signals reeeived. were eonfined. to

within about 50 of vertical. The measurements of angular spread. re-

ported in the last chapter, show that reflections from heights greater

than about Tj km can come from larger angles than this, so that the use

of the large reeeiving array has helped. to mininize the effects of off-

vertical reflections in such eases. Simple geometríc argurnents show

that both the transrnitted pulsewidth and. the angles of arríval of re-

fleeted. w'aves d.eternine the range of heights which can contribute to

an apparent reflection height. In the present system, rrith a reception

polar d.iagram of bearmrid.th I 50 and a 20 psec pulsewid-th, the error in

equating the apparent height to the true height of reflection is l-ess

than 2 km for heights belov 90 }cm.

5.3 'r'n-*e working equations assuming Fresnel reflection

fn general, the amplitud.e A of a signal reflected. from a height h

in the ionosphere will. d.epend on the reflection aniL absorytion co-

efficients as fol-lows:

AaRexp(-z , .1,

where R and K are the reflection and. absorption coefficients respec-

tively; both being firnctíons of heigþt. TLre factor of two in the

absorption integral allo'qrs for equal absorption on the upward and
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dot¡nward. propagation paths. If rre no'$r appreciate that R and. K and.

henee A may differ in magnitud.e for oppositely polarized. waves ror and.

'Xr, then subscripting these quantities aecordingly it follows from

equation 5.1 that

AR?h

Ãu = *= exl - z [ (K* Ko) dh. i.z
o o ,o

[he possibility of d.eternining eleetron densities emanates from the

proportionality of the d.ifferential absorption (K* - *o) to local_

electron d.ensity. Taking natural logarithms of both sides of equation

5.2 as applied to some height hI, say, yields

where we have written A1 = A*/Ao at height h1 etc. Si¡dl-arly, for a

height h2 we get

h2

log-Ar=los Rr -zlnt(r -K-e ' "e ' jo x o

I
J

dh q?
,

log- Ar = 1og RZ - 2"e-"e (r -K)dhx o ,.)1

Not¿ if h1 and. h2 are heights cl-ose enough so that the differential

absorption faetors between these two heights can be considered. as

being approximately constant for the puzposes of integratiofl, êellâ-

tions 5.3 and. !.\ shor,r that

toge (\/tz) = loge (R1/R2) - (r{* - oo)(rr2 - rr1) 5.j

Since K-- and. K are proportional to the electron density between thexo
heights h1 and.h2, rre may substitut. K* - Ko = (k* - Oo) N into equa-

tion 5.5 (where N is the mean density in the heigþt interval) ana

solve for N to get:-
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Ar R"

to*e (Ãr-J

2(k..-k^)(hz-hr)xo-
5.6

Using this equation to d.erive electron d.ensity profiles involves

(f) experimental d.eter¡rinatÍons of the variation with height

of refleetion of the amplitude ratio A__/¡,_ as measured on the

ground.

(Z) Theoretical d.eterrninatíons of the expected. height variation

of electron eollision frequency, the ratio of reflection co-

efficients R*/Ro and. also the differentiaJ. absorption factor

(t - k ).XO

The factors involved. in (Z) will be consid.ered in the following seetion

5.)+ Eleetron coll-ísion frequency profiles

fn the ealcutation of the variations of **/*o and (k* - ko) with

height, aJì assumption of the height variation of electron collision

frequency is required.. Phelps and. Pack (tg>g), from laboratory

measurements, have shown that the eo11isíon frequency of mono-energetic

electrons in air is proportional to the electron energf. From this and.

the gas Iaw (pV = nRT) it foffor,rs that for electrons of enerry kT the

coflision frequency is proportional to atmospherÍc pressure. For tL_e

purposes of the theoretical ealculations d.escribed ín the following

work the pressure profiles of Rofe (tg66), measured. at Woomera,

Sth. At:stralia, have been ad.opted. and. col1isíon frequencies have been

evaluated using the relation given by Gregory and. Manson (t969), .vir:

v = 6.\ x to4p =""-1 )

tT-II-
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r¿here v is the collision frequeney ín terns of the atmospherie pres-

sure P in dynes/.2. The seasonal variation in pressure, whieh a¡ounts

to approxímately AO/,, inas been allowed for in al1 subsequent calcula-

tions by compiling nonthly co11isÍon frequency profiles. ft is eon-

sidered that the adoption of Rofef s pressure profiles, rahich d.iffer

from U.S. Stand.ard. Atmosphere val-ues by up to 35/' near I5 km, r¡ould.

significantþ contribute to the reliability of deduced. electron d.en-

sities.

5., Calculations of the variations of R/R ana(k -k)xoxo
with heieht

Apart from the question of the applicability of either a volune

scattering or a Fresnel- reflection mod.el, some uncertainty as to the

actual canses of the sharp grad.ients in refractive index at the fevels

of parbial reflection require some assumption to be mad.e in order to

caJ-culate R--/R^ profiles. ft is generally thought that these abruptxo
changes in refractive ind.ex c¿u3 arise from either of, or a combination

of, two possible situations:-

(f) Abrupt changes of electron density.

(Z) Abrupt changes of the collision frequency of electrons

with neutral- molecu]-es.

l,lhile the former process has been wid.ely assumed to be the d.ominant

one, severa^l workers have pointed. out that changes of eollision fre-

quency could. be important and there have been several theoretical

investigations of this problem (e.g. Piggott and. Thrane, I966a;

Manson " L966; Belrose et al., L96T; Belrose, 1970).
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Assuming Fresnel reflection takes place at a sharp bound.ary r¡hieh

has ref?active ind.ices n1 and n2 on either síde of the boundary, then

the reflection coefficient will be

n2-nl
D--rt- n2+nl

and. if nI = tr2 = 1 this relation becomes

-Anll - '̂¿l't 5.7

The ratio of reflection eoefficients for'0r and tXrr¡aves then

be comes R An .2n An
xo

x

x
R

o

x
2n .An An

o

Sen and. Wy1ler (tg6O) have shor,m that the complex refractive

index in a magneto-ionic med.ium is given by:

i ckr
rì)

2 A + B sin2ó ! (ez sin4ó - c2 cos2ö)'42 (

t.8

,.9n
D + E sin2q

where Q is the angle the direetion of propagation makes with the

earthrs magnetic field'and. ArBrCrD and E are constants r¿hich depend

on the rad.io wave frequency ur, the el_ectron gyro-frequency ú)H and. the

collision frequency. The t signs apply to tOr and. 'Xt polarizatíons.

The relative significance of the two possible causes of abrupt

changes in refractive ind.ex listed earlier in this section is most

conveniently deseribed in terms of the parameter

5 .10

where Au/v and. ÀN/N are the fractiona.l changes in coll-ision frequency

and. electron d.ensity respectively. For q = 0 we have the customary

u-

Av /vd=+* 
^N/N
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assuq)tion that only changes in electron density are inportant vhile

for cr = æ changes of collision frequency are d.ominant. Piggott and.

Thrarre (tg66a) have shown that the ratio of refl-ection coefficients

can now be expressed in terms of o as

R 2
-- â, o\ ã ,1\¡¡(n*'J + ovm ãi_(tt

m

t\ ã ,'l + ov 
-(n

mdv
m

2

2

x

o
R lç"J *#("o

x

o_

5.aa

,.r2

This expressíon has been used. to detern:-ine monthly profiles of R*/Ro

using d as a parameter and. using equation 5.9 for n Examples ofXro

these profiles, appropriate to the Buckland. Park system, are shovn in

Figure 5.1. ft is evident that considerable error in the d.etermina-

tion of electron d,ensíties night result if an inappropriate reflee-

tion process is assumed, for the Rx/Ro profiles vary signifieantly

wíth o. fn fact it is the slope of the logarithm of the **/to curve

which is used ín equation 5.6 to deterndne N. This equation can be

rearranged. to give

The second. term in this equation is the only one affected. by the

choice of q. fhis term has been corrputed. for various vaLues of o and

the result com¡lared with the val-ue r'¡hen the customary assr:m¡ltion that

o¿ = 0 is mad.e. Curves of these absolute d.ifferenees are shown in

Figure !.2. The results are consistent vith the calculations of

other workers (".g. Piggott and Thrane,I966a; Manson, A966;

Belrose et a1. , L967; Belrose , agTO) ana shor¿ that considerable

errors in the deduced profíles can resuft especially below about 70 k¡
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5.6 The effect of the variation of the earthrs ma"qnetic field
with heiEht

It is well knovn that the earthrs magnetic fiel-d. varies r,¡ith

heigþt above the earth and. although the variation is only of the order

of 3/' in the range 5O - 100 km, the heigþt variation of nagnetic fieId.

based. on the International Geophysical Reference Field. was adopted. in

calcul-ations of t*/*o and. (t* - Oo). It rn¡as confirmed., as ex¡lected,

that insignificant d.ifferences of only a fev percent were obtained. rn-hen

cornpared. with calculations assuning a constarrt magnetic field.

5.T Properties of the vorking equations

5.7.I The measurement of collision fre ueneies at fow hei

ft vas pointed. out in section 5.\ tnat a coll-ision f:re-

quency profile must be assumed. to enable calculations of R*/Ro and.

(t_- - k^) to be mad.e. ft can be shown from the equations given inxo
previous ceetionc that eorne eh€ek on the assumed eollision frequency

ean ln theory bc earried out for low D-rcgion he{gþts. From equation

5,2 Ll ean be seen thet whan ðtffèrêntiat abeorptlon lE low (1.e.

ïhe"e elaet"on denettiee e,re EmeLlegt a6 ln the lon D-reglon)

ARoo
5 .:.3

Slnce R--/R^ ls related to the colllslon frequency, rcaeureüêntB ofx'o
A-./A^ at 1o!r hetghts, ln theory, cneble the col"llElon frequency to bexo
eetlmated,.

Several praetlcal consld,eratlons malçe these evaluatlons

leEs straightfomard than appeare at flrst sfgþt. It was pointeil out

R
¡(

A
¡{
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in the previous section that the relation betçeen *"/to and the col-

lision frequency d.epends , in turn, on the nature of the reflection

mechanism assumed. so that uncertainties arise in the determination

of the collision frequency using the relatíon of equation 5.13. fhis

point has been diseussed. in d.etail by Piggott and rhrane (tg66a). Ttre

possibility of a deterrn-ination of collision frequency also d.epends on

the occurrenee of echoes from heights sufficiently l-ow to ensure that

ðifferential absorption is negligible. The resul-ts of many workers

indicate that, particularly during sr.jrnmer, few reflections are observed.

from low enough heights to enable accurate assessments of coll-ision

frequeneies. The above factors combined with the presence of a strc,ng

reflection of non-ionospheric origin at a range of about 55 km

severely restricted the possibilíty of measurements of col-li.sion fre-

quency in the present stud.ies.

5.7 .2 The Ax/Ao "tumover" height

ff , as is customary, i-rregularities in electron d.ensity

are assumed. to be responsible for D-region partial- reflections then

the R /R profiles of Figure 5"1 show that rXr polarized. waves arex'o'
generally expected. to be reflected. more strongly than rOr polarized.

waves with this effect increasing with height. fn the absence of

differentia,1 absorption the O*/Oo profile measurecl on the ground. rn¡ould

be expected to cl-osely follow the R*/Ro profile and. increase with in-

creasing height throughout the D-region. However, i.n practíce, the

higher absorption of 'x' waves in the D-region opposes this j.ncrease

and. eventuarly, with increasing height, the integrated- differential
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absorption factor of equation 5.2 becomes doninant ana A*/Ao values

rapid.ly fa1I. The height at whieh the resultant peak in O*/Oo oecurs

is commonly called the Ax/Ao "turnover" height. The integrated. d.if-

ferential absorptÍon factor of equation 5.2 d.epends on the integrated

electron d.ensity so that this turnover height is a good general ind.i-

cator of the level of ionization ín the lower D-regíon. Variations

of (t.. - k^) d.ue to collision frequency variations can also contributexo
to the determination of the turnover height, but this effect is expec-

ted. to be fairly sma11 with only a small- seasonal variation.

5.8 Estimatlon of electron d.ensities belov the A*/
o

A turnover height

fn the practical estimatÌon of electron d.ensities in the Differen-

tial- Absozption Experiment many workers have noticed. the extreme sensi

tivity of the electron d.ensity to the slope of the O*/Ao profile below

the turnover height, resulting in greater uncertainties, or even in

cases the impossibility,of the normal method. at these heights (".g.

Belrose , I}TO). Belor,¡ the turnover height, d-ífferential- absorption is

very small and. thus the slope of the experimentally obtained. A*/Ao

curve must be very accurately known to obtain accurate electron d.en-

sities. Often the occurrence and the strength of the echoes from

these 1ow heights is insufficient to guarantee such accuracy. To

oveïcome some of these d.ifficulties Belrose and. Burke (lgel+) have,

r¿ith some theoretical justification, proposed. an alternative method.

for estimating electron d.ensities bel-ow the turnover height. fhey

have shown that estimates can be made on the assumption that the

measured mean r0t amplitud.e is proportional to local- el-ectron d.ensity
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at the height of reflection. This method. has also been occasionally

employed. in the present work to give an ind.ication of the electron

d.ensity below the turnover heigþt, and. these poztions of the N(n) pro-

files have accord.ingly been ùistinguished. in the results to be pre-

sente d..

,.9 Su¡¡aary

fn this chapter the wid.ely used theory of the Differential

Absorption Experiment has been bríef1y outlined.. It has been shorrn

that a measurement of the amplitude ratio A*/Ao as a function of

heigþt of partial reflection in the D-region can be used. to d.etermine

D-region electron density profiles if a refl-ection mechanism and. an

electron collision frequeney profile are assr¡¡reil.. The uncertainties

assoeiated. with the assumption of a reflection mechanism have been

d.escribed. and. it was for:rrd. that uneertainties in calculated electron

densities are likely to be greatest below about 70 km. It was shor¿n

that, in principle, a measurernent of A*/Ao for heigþts below whieh

differential- absorption is negligible allows a d.eterrnination of col-

lision frequency to be mad.e. Finally it was pointed out that the D.A-E

method. for determining electron d.ensitíes can become unreliabfe for

heigþts below the A*/Ao turnover heigþt. For such eases a commonly

used. a]ternative method. was deseribed. vhere electron d.ensities are

assumed to be proportional to the r0' ray echo amplitud.e.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS OBTATNED FROM PHOTOGRAPHTC RECORDS

OF DIFTERENTTAL ABSORPTÏON

6.t Introd.uction

Although stud.ies of electron d.ensities in the lor.¡er ionosphere

usíng the DAE have been carried. out for maJìy years most observations

have been mad.e at relatively few sites so ihat there is a poor geo-

graphic d,istribution of observing stations. This state of affairs

has been especially evid.ent in the southern hernisphere, where the

need. for more observing sites to give better worl-d. wid.e coverage has

been ex¡lressed. by workers review"j-ng observations of D-region electron

densities (".g. Belrose, I}TO). This tack of obser¡¡ing stations is

probably largely d.ue to the d.ifficult experimental conùitions en-

countered. in stud.ying D-region partial reflections; for powerful

transnitters ancl large reeeiving arrays are necessary to carry out

effective studíes 
"

To date, tvo stations have provided the bu1k of D-region electron

d.ensity informatíon ín the southern he¡risphere. Gregory and. Manson

(tg6g) have reported. electron d.ensities from DAE observations ma¿Le

over a period. of five years (tg6S-ry6f ) at Birdl-ing's Flat , Nev

Zeal-and. (\\oS). These workers have established. seasonal- electron

d.ensity variations and. have found that
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(f) mean eleetron d.ensíties between T9 and 88 tm are larger in

winter and spring than in summer in contrast to the seasonal

variation below these heigþts where direct sol-ar control has

been fouid..

(Z) There is a suggestion of a peak in electron d.ensity below

70 kn.

(S) Electron densitíes tend to be more variable in r,rinter than

in sum¡oer. This effect, together r¡ith the winter increase in

mean efectron density were eonsidered. to be related. to the

dynarcics of the atmosphere.

Another group of vorkers at Arnid.ale, Australia (3OoS), employing

a pulse wave-interaction experiment have also provid.ed. useful informa-

tion regard.ing D-region electron d.ensities (Smitn et al-., a96r),

although these workers have concentrated mainly on night time and sun-

rise/sunset conòitions , of whíeh little knowledge exists. fh¡o d.aybime

eleetron density profiles r.¡hich these r'¡orkers have published. shoved a

peak in electron d-ensity just belo'ur Ti km and they concluded that this

pealc appeared to be predominantly und.er solar control . Recently,

Bouyne et al- ., (tgTZ) , working at the sa¡ne site, have connencecl

studies of D-region electron densities employing the Differenl;ial

Absorption Experiment and a Differential- Phase Ex¡reriment in conjunc-

tion with the vave interaetion system.

fhe system used in the present stud.ies consisted. of a powerful

transrcitter, a large receiving array, for confining off-vertical

refl-ections to within about t !o of vertical , arid polarized
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transmission and reception wíth an overall measured. d.iscrinrination of

about 6O ¿¡. Such specifications are eonsi,lered. to be good for a DAI

system, allowing reliable estimates of D-region electron densities to

be mad.e. The results which are presented in this chapter were ob-

tained. from a series of differentíal absorption experiments conducted

on several days near the nrid.dle of each month at Buckland. Park over

the period. January to December L9TI. Over this period., the Zürích

sunspot number ranged. from 20 to 110 with a nean of about 66. No

solar ffare effects are believed. to be present in the mean electron

d.ensity profiles presented. in thís chapter. Unforbunately, the sheer

weigþt of labour of red.uction processes preclud.ed. the possibility of

analysing a1l- of the many records taken.

6.2 The photographic recorcls

Al-1 results presented in this chapternrere d.educed fron 35 nm

film records of A-scans displayed. on a cathode ray oscilloscope. The

e:çerimental- method has been described in 52.\.e ana involves record-

ing a graphic trace (A-scan) of received. echo a.nrplitud.e as a function

of height for t0' ancL tXr polarized. waves. The sense of defl-ection of

the trace is reversed for opposite polarizations, all.owing a clear

cor4rarison of the height variation of received. signal strength for the

two polarization mod.es. Exanples of frames taken from such record-s

are shown in Figure 6.t ar:a illustrate the record.ing technique. Accu-

rate range markers are shor,m as bright up d.ots on the traces at 2 km

intervaJ-s with brighter d,ots every 10 kml, A sequence of such fra,mes

r¡as usecL to compile a heigþt profile of the ratio of received signal
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anplitudes A /A The two frames shown in tr'igure 6.1 were reeord.ed on'x'o
the sarne oecasion but about one minute apart, Ðd typically ind.icate

that reflections can oecur from a series of d.ifferent heights in the

D-region over the eourse of a recorôing period., allowing a fairly

d.etailed. and. vel-l resol-ved O*/Oo curve to be calcul-ated. as a fi:nction

of height of reflection. fn these exarrples, the echoes at 56 km are

knor,m to be pred.orninantly of non-ionospheric origin.

6.3 The Ax/Ao cuïves

6.2.t Evaluation of the cuïves

O*/Oo curves r¡ere generally cornpiled. from ! to 15 minutes

of reeorded data with the majority being estimated. from more then ten

minutes d.ata. The commonly used. "peak-scaling" method. was used to

red.uee record-s into digitized form on eomputer card.s. TLre amplitud.e

was scaled. only at heights where a fairly cl-ear peak in tOt and'Xr

amplitude occurred. This technique eontrasts with the "envelope-

scaling" method. where the record.ed. traces are digiti zeð, at fixed

intervals , regard.less of the echo structure. A comparison of the two

teehniques (Be1rose, r97o) shows that l-ittle basic d.ifference in the

resulting profiles of electron density ensue for these two methods of

compiline the A /A^ curve, although this result is not 1ike1y to bex'o'
as clear at southern l-atitud.es where, in contrast to the northern

henisphere, preferred. heigþts of reflection are often observed

(Cregory , 1959, I96a). Where stratification of the D-region occurs,

the envelope scallng method. is 1iable to lead. to greater r:ncerbainties

than the peak sealing method.. The peak scaling method. was ad.opted in
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the present vork to optinrize heigþt resolution and. to avoid. the more

ted.ious envelope scaling proced.ures that would. be necessary in a

manual reduction of film record.s.

It is a well knorn¡n feature of the DAE that d.uring a re-

corèing period, some scatter in the instanteneous values of the

qua,ntities A , A- and. A /A- occurs for a given height of reflection.' x' o x o

Nevertheless, a mean height variation carì be measured. with fair pre-

cision, d.epending on the amor:nt of data averaged. This depend.ence of

accuracy on the averaging interval generally limits the ternporal

resol-ution of electron d.ensity profile variations to those variations

greater than a few rninutes. fn the computer reduction of d.ata the

amplitud.e inforrnation l¡as grouped into 1 kn height increments and an

A_-/ A_ curve was com¡riled. at corîespond.ing intervals. As a consequencexo
of the use of a finite transrnitter pulsewidth, it is evident that a

cerbain eontribution of signal from neigþbouring intervals eould in-

fluence any given height interval. Several sinple smoothing procedures

were investigated and five separate procedures for fornulating a

smoothed A--/A-(h) curve from the rar,¡ data were investigated..xo
(f) TLre curve was formed. from the average of the

instantaneous ratios :-

vlz. Ar(h) = GãT .xo

(Z) Ttre average Ax and. Ao profiles were ind.ivid.ually

calcul-ated and. the ratio of these was formed:-

Az(n) = q)/qf .
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(f) fhe curve of (1) r¡as smoothed using a 3-point

weighted filter:-

A3(h) = vrAl(n - r) + w2A1(n) + w3a1(rr + r)

where w1 + w2 * tnt'3 = l for normalisatíon. fhe three point

filter allowed. for an ad.justment due to the height incre-

ments either side of the height r¡nder consid.eration.

(l+) Tkre curve ot (z) r¡as smoothed using a 3-point

weighted. filter in the sa¡ne manner as in (:),-

A,*(h) = wLA2(ir - r) + rî2A2(¡) + w342(h + 1)

(l) The average Ax and. Ao profiles r¡ere individ.ually

smoothed. using a 3-point weighted. filter and. the ratio

of these smoothed. profiles was caleulated.:-

. w1A*(h - r) + w2A*(h) + v3l*(n + r)
¡, - /u \tri - .

tf(h) profiles calculated. using these fíve methods of

obtainins an A /A curve show little basie difference from each other
o

except that the I'filtered." profiles tend to lack those features r¡hich

are smaller than the uneertaínties associated. with the ealculated pro-

file. fhe N(h) profiles have generally been compiled usine A*/Ao

curres ealeulated by method (5) tor the following reason. ft is con-

tend.ed. that smoothing of the individual A* and Ao curves is more cor--

sistent with the physical sítuation where a contribution of signal

from ad.jacent heights d.irectly affects the individ.ual arnplitudes

rather than the more indirect effect on O*/Oo. This distinction
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between the smoothing processes in praetical applícations has been

found. to be fairly sna1i. In Figure 6.2a a comparison of two ways cf

calculating the A*/Ao curve are shor¡n. Here curves ealculated. using

methods (f ) and (5) above are shor'¡n and represent the two extremes cf

the smoothing proced.ures. fhe resuftant smoothing effect on the

electron d.ensity profile by using method (l) i= shorrn in Figure 6.m.

The general shape of the A*/Ao curves shom in Fígure 6.2a is quite

characteristic of the O*/Oo cuïves generally obtained. in that they

follow the R,/R profil-e (see 5r.7.2) up to a turnover height (aboutx'o-
66 Xn in this case) r,¡here the higher absorption of the tXr mode wave

begins to d.oninate and O*/Ao val-ues begin to fall rapid.ly with in-

creasing height.

6.1.2 The seasonal variation of the noon A*/Ao turnover height

It was stated ín 51.2 tLrat in the formation of D-region

ionization, the calculations of Webber (tg6Z) are a basis for bel-iev-

ing that galactic cosrnie rays are the principle source of ionization

in the low D-regíon (see Figure 1.1). ft vas also pointed out that

uncertainties in the concentration of nitric oxid.e make it difficult

to assess the contribution of solar prod.uced ionization belorr¡ about

T5 km. The ionization prod.uction rate due to cosmic rays is ex¡leeted

to fal-l by a factor of two between minimum and. maximum solar activity

(t,lebber,1962) while solar ionizing fluxes increase with solar aeti-

vity. It would. appeaï then that at solar maximr:m the role of solar

ionization uright be important in the lower D-region" The most obvious

way to investigate this situation using the DAE woul-d. appear to be to
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study the seasonal or d.iurnal variatíons of the electron densities

below about 70 km. Hor^¡ever, the evaluations of electron densities

below the heigþt at r^¡hietr A*/Ao becomes a maxirmrm (and this general-ly

means below about 70 km in practice) often becomes rather unreliable

and it is preferable to obtain an approximate profile using the assump.

tion of Belrose and. Burke (:)6l+) tfrat the eleetron d.ensity is pro-

portional to the average 'O'mod.e a,mplitude. fn vier¡ of the approxi-

mate nature of the lower portions of the N(n) profiles so obtained

and. the r:ncertainties of the normal method, ít was felt that some

uncertainty in any eviilence of solar produeed. ionization would be

present, and an alternative approaeh r,sas therefore examined.. This

involved. determining the seasonal vari.ation of the A*/Ão turnover

height at noon.

In 55 .7.2 the factors affecting the heigþt at which this

maxÍmu.m occurs r,¡ere diseussed. The seasonal variation of collision

frequency whieh affects **/Ro ana (t* - Oo) vaLues is expected. to

have some effeet as well as the electron densities in the lower D-

region. rn Table 6.1 some theoretical R*/Ro and. (t* - Oo) values for

surmer and winter are given for the lower D-region.
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shoT¡rs the ex¡lerimental-ly measured. seasonal variatj.on of mean noon

turnover height. The mean solar zenith angle at which the turnover

height was estimated (approximately Iocal noon) is given besid.e each

plotted. point. The seasonal- variation from winter to srl:nmer is seen

to be in excess of the uncertainty which could. be d.ue to seasonal

collision frequency variations. This seasonaf variation in turnover

height as depicted. in Figure 6.3 is interpreted. as d.emonstrating a

distinct solar influence in the prod.uction of ionization in the lower

D-region at sol-ar maximum conùitions.

6.)+ The electron d-ensitv 'orofiles

6.\.t Calculation of eleetron d.ensity profiles

fn 55.3, equation 5.6 vas d.erived. for calcul-ating eleetron

densities frorn d.ifferential absorption nnasurements. In practice, a

routine application of this equation using a measured. Ax/Ao height

profile and a chosen steplength, say 2 km, rnigþt yield, reasonable N(n)

profiles on the average. However, some consideration of other related

matters, sueh as the possibility of preferred. heights of refleetion

d.uring an experimental record.ing period, is required. before optimum

reliability of a cal-culated. N(h) profile is realized.. The computer

progran which was usecL to proeess the pr:nched. card- d.ata obtained. fr¡m

digitizing the photographic DAE records also compiled statistics of

the heights of occurence of scaled- echoes in ad.ùition to calculating

the A--/A- and. N(h) profiles on a fixed. steplength basis. StatisticsX,O

of the heights of occurrence vil-l- be discussed more specifical-ly ín

ehapter 8 ¡ut they require some consideration at this stage to
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appreeiate the vay in r.¡hieh speeial situations l¡ere recognized and'

treated.. Figure 6.)+ shows fubexemFles of such statistics, plotted

out in the eomputer analysis for d.ata from tvo suceessive days' The

histogra^ns show the relative frequency of oecurrence of echoes from

throughout the heigþt range, while the solid curves represent the

mean A arnrlitud.e as a fr.mction of height. Both results were com-
o-

piled. from 15 ninutes of recorded, d.ata and the graphs have been

normalized. for the convenienee of eomputer plotting in the for:nat

shown. Some interesting features are seen in Figure 6.\:-

(r) The results for 16/6/Tr shov a marked degree of

stratification, or preferred, heíghts of reflection,

compared to the f5/617f results although the latter also

sho'lr some evid-ence of preferred' heights'

(z) peaks in reeeived f or mode amplitud.e shor,r a strong

tendeneytooccuratstronglypreferredreflection

heíghts as shol'¡n in Figure 6'h¡'

Although both of these observations are interesting in

themselves, v.e shall- concern ourselves at present with the inferences

of the first observatíon in relation to the d'etermination of N(h)

profiles, and a more d.etailed. consideration of features of statistícs

such as those shown in Figure 6.l+ will be deseribed' in chapter 8.

The A /A curves correspond.ing to the results shovn in Figgre 6'l+ a¡e
xo

shom in Figure 6.5. The preferred refleetion heights are narked' by

arro.v¡s on the height axis for tne L6/6/71 results shorrn in Figure 6.>f '

It might be questioned whether, and to what exbent, due to a finite
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transmitter pulsewídth, the Ax/Ao ratios and. hence the N(h) profiles

at heights ad.jacent to preferred refleetion heights çi11 be affected

by contributions arising from the preferred. heights. fn this regard,

an interesting feature of Figure 6.5¡ is the levelIing out o? "bump"

in the slope of the A*/Ao curve near T2 km, close to a strongly pre-

ferred. reflection height. Our attention is d.irected. to thís featu:¡e

(shown by the hearly portion of the eurve in the figure) because it

líes r^¡ithin the height range where reliable electron densities are

thougþt to be usually obtained. from the DAE. ltrhile this "bump" in

the A__/A_ curve niCht be regard.ed as arÍsing from the influenee ofxo
the preferred reflection height at 7I km on neighbouring heights, due

to a finite transmitter pulser¿idth, ffid an ef fect in this sense could

be expeeted, the possibility of it arísing from a physical feature of

the electron density profile should not be preclud.ed. without some

examination. tr'or exa,mpIe, an electron d.ensity profile which had. a

steep decrease in electron d.ensity at 7I kn and. then a relatively

smooth increase r'¡ith increasing height woufd prod.uce the same features

pointed. out in Figure 6.>f. The steep dip in electron d.ensity eould

result in a preferred. reflection height and. the d.ecreased electron

d.ensities above this would. slor,¡ down the rapid. íncrease of differen-

tial absorption with increasing heigþt, so proiLucing a 1eve11Íng out

or "bunlpt'in the A*/Ao curve as recognised in Figure 6.ru ^t about 72

kn.

The problem has therefore been to resolve vhether, and to

what exbent, a feature of the true electron density profile has been
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inportânt in producing the 'bunp" of interest ín the A*/Ao curve.

This "bu.F" cor"esponds to a dip in electron densíty (as equation 5.6

will verify) i.f accepted. in the calculation of the eleetron density

profile. The solution to this problem in al1 record.s where sueh un-

certainties have arisen has been approached. in the follcnnting manner:

(r) A detailed n(ir) profile has been calculated using

a 2 km steplength and the A--/A^ curve with the "burn?|

feature included..

(Z) I,fhere preferred. heights oceurred on either sicie of

a'br:mtrJ'in the O*/Ao profile, the mean eleetron d.ensity

between such adjacent preferred heights has been calcu-

l-ated.. For exanple, in Figure 6.\¡ tfris would be

between T1 and. 78 tn. fhis mean value of electron den-

sity has been checked for consistency with the corres-

ponding quantity obtained. from the d.etailed. profile ea1-

' culated as in (1) and:-

(a) if there was good consistency, the d.etailed

profile was accepted.

(¡) If there was inconsistency, the detail in the

profile of (f) was ùiscarded. in favour of rrhat is

ex¡leeted. to be an accurate mean val-ue obtained. frcm

between the preferred heights.

fhe final electron densityprofil-es produced in the ebovem¿rnner

from the A--/1.^ curves of Fígure 6.5 are shor.m in Figure 6.6. ft isxo
interestíng to note that the "bump" j-n the A*/Ao curve for t6/6/Tt
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has the mean solar zenith angle X which it represents marked next to

it. Tn Figure" 6.9^,b,c ancl d seasona] profiles are given, being de-

rived from averages over 3 month period.s. For convenience of eom-

parison, these have all been reproduced. on one d.íagram in Figure 6.f0.

On the basis of Figures 6.8, 6.9 and. 6.10, the following observaticns

can be made:-

(f) A peak in electron d.ensity at about 70 kn fo1lowed.

by a d.ip above this ís evid.ent in a1l- seasons. The

effect is least pronouneed in rn¡inter, and. most pronounced

in summer.

(Z) Figure 6.10 shows that the peak in electron d.ensity

is clearly und.er sol-ar influence.

(S) Above about T5 l<m the average winter electron d.en-

sities exhibit values greater than those ex¡rected d.ue to

seasonal variations of sol-ar zenith angle at noon.

An indication of the type of day to.d.ay variability of

noon electron d.ensity profiles that has been encountered. is given by

the exanples shom in Figure 6.:-:-. Here it is seen that electron

d.ensity profiles can vary fairly wid.ely in form from d.ay to day in

winter, while in summer the profiles are mueh more consistent from

one day to the nex!.

6.)+ 3 Night time electron d.ensities

Observing cond.itions at night were generally fairly poor

d.ue to increased. noise and interference levels. Nevertheless , on some

nigþts, echoes from two or three heights in the lower ionosphere eould
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6.5 Sumnarv and. discussion

The conclusions which may be d.rawn fron the results of the dif-

ferential absorption measurements d.escribed in this chapter ean be

surrmarized. as follows :-

(f) Under sunspot maximum eonôitions sofar influences seem to

dominate ionization prod.uction in the lower D-regíon in contrast

to solar minimum conòitions, where galactic cosnic rays are

believed to be the principal ionizing f1ux. This nright reason-

ably be expected. r¡hen consideration is taken of the fact that

prod.uction rates d.ue to the latter source are expected at solar

marcimum to falI to half their value at solar minimum (tr'tebber,

L962), with solar fluxes increasing substantially towards solar

maximum.

(Z) A peak in el-ectron density at about JO kn followed by a dip

at about T5 kn is evid.ent in most N(fr) profíles, except in sone

ind.ivid.ual winter profiles .

(f) Anomalously high values of winter electron d.ensities in the

upper D-region are evid.ent after altowing for the seasonal varia-

tion of noon solar zenith angle.

The fact that observed. eleetron d.ensities, even at sunspot mini-

muro, ofben show greater variation belor.¡ 70 km than is pred.icted by the

simple theory of ionization prod.uetion by galactic cosrnic rays has

been noticed by Thrane Agee) an¿ Thrane et aL. (fg68) and they have

postulated that a primary ionizing source.rrith "some second.ary zenith-

angle-d.ependent mechanism" *"y be active. Snith et al-. (i)6S) have
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also observed. a solar influence on electron d.ensities belor¿ 70 km.

Although many electron d.ensity profiles have been published in

the literature over the years, only a few are useful- for comparison

purposes. Geographic differences and. the difficulty of putting

realistic uncerbainty limits on üreasured. profiles contribute to this

situation. tr'urthermore, most published. profiles have been obtaíned

near sunspot rninimum cond.itions and. in the Northern henísphere. 0n1y

profiles for mid.-latitud.es will be consid.ered. here. Gregory and.

Manson (lrg6l) have published noon eleetron d.ensities measured at 35oS

for the period 2, - 30 May 1965, over which period. the mean sunspot

number was about B. Since their profiles vere obtained towards the

end of May they are best compared. with the mean of the May and Jr:ne

profiles of the present vork. The average noon profile of Gregory

and Manson shows a fairly steady increase from about 100 electrons/ec

at To kn to about 200 electrons/cc near Bo km. The present results

would. ind.icate that electron d.ensities are a factor of 2 higher at

70 km red.ucing to about the same values near B0 km. Th.e increased

electron density in the present resul-ts is probably attributable to

the increased. solar actÍvity d.uring the present observations, for

which the mean sr:nspot number R, lras 5)+. Deeks Oge6) usíng LF tech-

niques has drar,¡n a comparison between tvo mean noon electron density

profiles obtained. at a northern nid.-l-atituCe (Slough) for solar nini-

mr¡m and maximum conditions. The tr¿o profiles are quíte sinílar

throughout the D-region, d.iffering by only about 20% at most. Abgve

about T5 kn the corparison is very similar to the comparisons dral¡n
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between the present results and those of Gregory and Manson (t967 ) ¡lrt

belor'¡ this, electron d.ensíties rn¡ere found. to be smaller at sunspot

maximum, in contrast to the eomparison d.ralm above. Deeks considered

that the d.eereased. electron d.ensÍties below T5 kn at sunspot maximum

r+ere ex¡r1icab1e by the expected. decrease of galactíc cosmic ray flux

at solar maximum. Sueh an explar:ation would requíre that ionization

prod.uction in the lower ionosphere is d.ue pred.ominantly to galactie

eosmic radiation througþout the solar cyc1e. Bain and. May (ry6f)

have suggested however that some of Deekts (tg66) profiles should. be

lowered. by about 6 km, in which case, electron d.ensities at all

heights above about 6, tt* would. be greater at sunspot maximr:m than

n-inimum.

The resul-ts of Gregory and. Manson (tg6g) tor Christchurch, N.Z.

(\SoS), represent a period. of five yearst observations (tg6Z - f96T).

The mean sulnmer profile presented. in this ehapter is in reasonable

agreement with the sunmer profile of these workers, with their pro-

fil-e having ârÌ ind:ication of a peak at about 70 km, sirrilar to the

present resul-ts, followed. by a slight dip above this. This d.ip is

mueh more pronouneed. in the sunmer profile presented here. The

present profiles also show a pronounced. dip Ín el-ectron d.ensity near

T5 Xm for the equinox profiles while the correspondíng profiles of

Gregory and. Manson show a d.ip nearer to 70 km. At this height the

present electron densities are about a factor of 2 higher, probably

being attributable again to the d.ifference in solar activity. Up-

wards of T, km, the electron densities are in eloser agreement. lhe
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present wínter profile is in good agreement with that of Gregory and.

Manson (tg6g) although the latter profile shor¿s evid.enee of an in-

crease of eleeiron density below about 65 Un which is not errident in

the present average winter profiles. It is thought, however, that at

these 1ow heights, uncertainties in the DAX method. are large enough to

make useful comparisons very difficult.

Titheridge (I962a), from measurements of the d.ifference in absorp-

tion for two ùifferent medium frequency radio r¡aves reflected from the

D-region, has obtained. a noon suÍrmer profile for sunspot maximum con-

d.itions at 52oN. Consíd.ering the fact that he assr::ned. collision fre-

quency values aJ-most d.ouble those assumed in the present work, l¡hich

would tend. to enhance his eleetron densities compared wíth the present

results, reasonable agreement with the present results is obtained.

His sunrner profíIe shows a peak in electron density just above 6, Um

and a shaf,for¿ dip above this and. eentred. on about T5 krri.. A series of

electron d.ensity observations has been made by Thrane et a1. (fq68)

at Crete (¡:oru) for the Autumn ot 1965. These vorkers concentrated

mainly on diurnal variations and. showed. that electron d.ensities dis-

ptayed a smooth zenith angle depend.ence throughout the D-region and

that eleetron densities showed. a fairly smooth exponentiaf increase

wíth increasing height.

Belrose et al- . (ry6f ) , Gregory and. Manson (t969 ) and many other

vorkers have noted the increased variability of eleetron densities in

winter which has al-so been found in the present investigation. Varia-

bility has been found to be a maximum in June. The measurements of
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the angular spread of partial reflections d.escribed. in ehapter )+ also

showed maximum variability in Ju¡e above about 75 km. It is belÍeved

that both of these situations are the result of a generally d.ecreased

stability of the mesosphere during winter.

A feature of the comparisons made so far is the more pronounced.

peak of electron d.ensity at about 70 km and. the dip above this, ob-

served- in the present work. Smith et aJ.. Qge>) at Arnid.ale,

AustraJ-ia (3OoS) have published d.aytine profiles, obtained. from pulse

r,¡ave interactíon experiments, which clearly show a sirnilar feature,

with a srunmer profile showing a peak at about 7)+ tm (X = 15.50) ana "
winter profile showing a less pronounced peak at about 12 km. In both

cases, a dip in electron d.ensity just bel-ov 8O tm is evid.ent, being

most pronounced. in srrrnmer as in the present results. The profiles of

Srrrith et aJ-. show higher electron densities at the peaks near 7\ km

than at the peaks in the present resuLts although the resul-ts of the

former workers represent isolated measurements so that no conclusive

comparisons c¿u1 be drawn.

Some other interesting results obtained. for sol-ar maxímum con-

ditions are those of Land.mark and. Líed. (l.26l-) vho have given electron

d.ensity profiles measured at Kjeller (6Ootl) and a1though latitudinal

d.ifferenees make quantitatíve eomparisons difficult, it is interest-

ing to note that their profiles show a peak in electron d.ensity Ín

the lower D-region folIowed. by a pronounced. ùip above this height.

These features, like those shom in Figure 6.9a here, become less

pronouneed. in winter although the features in the profiles of Landmark
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and. Lied. are shifbed. d.own by about 5 km wÍth respect to those observed

here. Some of the nost extensive grourd based stud.ies of D-region

electron densities which have been carried. out (Belrose and Burke,

196\; Belrose et a1 ., L966) shorn¡ that in Canada, electron densities

generally increase fairly smoothly with Íncreasing height, althougþ

some later profiles (Belrose, l-9TO) shor.¡ a marked. d.ip near ?5 km as

is observed. in the present results . These latter profiles, however,

tend to show larger electron densities than the present ones, parti-

cularly near 80 km.

After an examination of a1l- possible sources of error in the

present system, it was concluded. that in view of the experimental

system used. and. the critieal methods of analysis applied., the pro-

files presented in this chapter, subjeet to the assumptions of the

theory deseribed. in the last chapter, are good. estimates of the

electron d.ensity profile over Adelaide (S¡oS). A useful ad.d.ition

to the system vi1l be the use of an additional probing frequency of

6 ynz whieh will be expeeted. to increase the reliability of eleetron

density estimates near 80 km, which are possibly und.er-estimated

using the present frequency of 1.98 MHz, and extend. observations up

to about 90 km. The need. for at least two operating frequencies to

ad.equately cover the vhol-e D-region height ra,nge has been expressed.

by Belrose (f970) whose results suggest that using probing frequen-

cies lor.¡er than about 3 MIz may result in electron d.ensities being

under-estimated. in the upper D-region.
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ft is apparent that when inter-eou¡rarísons of all available D-

region eleetron d.ensity profiles are made, that a consiclerable spread

in the degree of agreement between various workers is evid.ent and it

is r:ncertain to what exbent these reflect d.ifferenees in ex¡lerimental

techniques or tnre geographie ar¡d teuporal variabilíty of the D-region,

ff all results are to be accepted at face va1ue, consiclerable spatial

and temporal varlabilíty of the D-region is impl-1ed., so that continued.

obEervatlons on a w1ôer geographic scale are d.esirabLe to galn a

better understand.lng of these variations.
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CHAPTEB 7

TN\¡ESTTGATTONS OF D-REG]ON ELECTRON DENSTTTES

USTNG A MAGNETTC TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM

T.t Introduction

The Differential Absorption Ex¡lerÍment (¡R¡) is pro¡ably the most

useful method. available for the d.etermination of D-region electron den-

sities. However, carried out in the form described. in the preceding

chapters, where photographie recording of data was used., the method'

suffers from some drar¡backs. The chief of these is the very tedious

and. tine consr:n-ing pïocess of scaling the data and. eoverting it into

computer compatible format. fn ad.d.ition, the d.ata record.ing mediun

(S5 orr fi1a) is not re-usab1e. Consequently, d.ue to factors such as

these, exbensive rrxrning of the experiment in this form becomes expen-

sive and largely inpracticable.

rn this chapter, a magnetic tape system drich rtlas d.eveloped for

the record.ing of d.ifferential absorption data in the latter stages of

the DAE project is ôiscussed. Such a system overcomes the prÍneipal

limitations stated. above, although not without some coneessions to the

photographie method of record.ing. Some salriple N(n) profiles are dis-

cusseil and. eomparisons r¡.ith the photographic technique are mad.e.
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The tape logging system had a fixed sampling rate of 500

Hz compared r.qith a transrnitter PRF of 50 Hz and. consequently 90% of

recorded d.ata was redund.ant. Computer proeessing was used. to condense

the d.ata and transfer it to a data bank i¡here eaeh tape had. the capae-

ity for 120 hours of cond.ensed. record.ed. d.ata.

In ad.d.ition to the tape recordi.ng of DA.E d.ata a simul-

taneous photographic record.ing of an intensity rnod.ulated. d.isplay rep-

resenting signal strength as a fr::rction of height (heieht/time film)

was taken. This record r¡as used. as a visual- aid. to d.eterrnining the

nature of reeords obtained on tape, as a magnetic tape system a-lone

has no reeord which can be easily evaluated. visualIy. The film

recorcl vas found. very useful for selecting reeorils suitable for analy-

sis and. rejecting those in which either the noise 1evel was high, or

system faults were evident. Alternate r0r anil rXf recorit blocks on

filn (e.g. see Figure 7.2) were easily id.entifíed. with the corres-

pond.ing tape record.s as the digítizer clock display was flashed. onto

the photographic record at one ninute íntervals. Any faulty d.ata

which night have been recorded. was subsequently removecl in the analysis

of the tape records. The difficulty of performing the same task with-

out such an aid is quite apparent.

7 .2.2 Analysis of tape record.s

The magnetic tape record.íng technÍques which have been

described d.iffer consid.erably from the photographic record.ing method

d.iscussed. in the previous chapter anil eonsequently the procedures of

analysis Ìr'ere reconsid.ered.. Since 'O' and- rXt d.ata r¡as not record.ed.
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variations of D-region electron d.ensity profiles. Over the eourse of

about 1% hours Figure 7.3 shows that the electron d.ensity profile

apparently changed. considerably in form. However, the error bars

shown do not incorporate uncertainties related. to assurnptions mad.e

regard.íng D-region scattering models in the d.erivation of a theory of

d.ifferential absorption. To what exbent varíations in scattering pro-

cesses contribute to the apparent electron d.ensÍty variations shown in

Figure 7.3 is not entirely certain. fu1 s)ca.mi¡ation of associated.

height/time recorils suggests that quatitatively, the reflection mechan-

ism d.oes not appear to vary over the recording period. so that the

variations shom in Figure 7.3 have been ínterpreted. as eleetron den-

sity variations. A dip in electron density just below 70 km is evi-

d.ent in the first two profiles with peaks at 65 km and possibly T5 km.

A systematic d.ecrease in electron d.ensity at 75 km accompanied. by a

filling in of the díp just below 70 km occurs in the following two pro-

files. Ttre next two profiles shot¡ the build up of a broad peak of

electron d.ensity at about ?0 kn. Fina1ly, the fast two profiles show

the transition to a fairly smooth monotonically increa.sing profile.

Íhe sequence of profiles (Z) - (6) could. be interpreted" as being con-

sistent with a model invoking the downward. transport of ionization,

ionizable neutral constituents or heat energy from about the 75 km

region to just below 70 km. Verbical velocities of a few metres/

second would be imp1ied.. Velocities of this magnitude have been ob-

serwed. on phase path record.s taken during angular spread. and. scatterinp

mod.eJ- experiments (see chapter )+) although in general phase reeord.s
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have not been systematically stud.ied. from this point of view. Such

veloeity measurements, however, actually refer to the motion of the

ionospheric refleetion point rather than the motion of ionization.

Fina11y, Fígure 7.\ shor,¡s two average profiles 
"epresenta-

tive of the whole record.íng period. eovered. by the ind.lvÍd.ual proflles

of Figure 7.3. The solid. curve is derived. fromr0r and. rXf profiles

avereged over the t¡hole recording period while the dashed. eurve is the

average of the ind.ivid.ual 10 ninute N(h) profiles shor¡n in Figure 7.3.

The good agreement between the tvo profiles is taken as some verifica-

tion of the reliability of the ind.ividual 10 ninute profiles of Figure

7.3 and. the tenporal variations that have been d.escribed..

7.\ Comparisons of the magnetic tape and. photographic DAE recording
systems

T.)+.f Observations of temporal varÍatíons

In the photographic recording of DAE d.ata, as ilescribed in

chapters 2 anð, 6, rO' aniL rXf refleeted. signal strengths are recorded.

quasi-simultaneously at 1 second. intervals. Under certain conditions

discussed. in chapter 8, the method. allows the possibility of d.educing

short term (of the ord.er of some tens of second.s) variations of mean

electron d.ensity between stable reflecting heigþts. The magnetic tape

system, on the other hand, which records fOr and. fXf signals in a-lter-

nating 10 seeond. period.s, is believed. to be linited to resolving varia

tions with tíme scales only greater than about 5 mínutes. This is

largely d.ue to the fact that r0r anil tXt n.r¡rÃ'lítud.es are not measured

simultaneously and. that a finite sarnpling gatewidth dietates averaging
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over severaf minutes to obtaÍn reliable eleetron d.ensities " Ihese

aspects are discussed quantitatively in $7.)+.1+. The inherent neces-

sity for envelope sealing in the tape system also effectively pre-

clud.es the type of identification and. analysis of special situations

which ean be carried. out on peak scaled records, as is discussed. in

ehapter 8.

Mrile the tape system is unsuitable for studying short

term temporaJ- variations in N(h) tne suitability for stud.ying larger

seaJ-e variations more than compensates for this, for, as will be poin-

ted out in ehapter 8, the number of occasions on which the photographi

DAE dat a carr be applied. to gÍving short term fluctuations i.s rela-

tively small. Stud.íes of variations of N(h) over a few tens of

rninutes can be very useful- in studying the dynamics of the D-region

and. the tape system then becomes far more suitable than the photo-

graphie method due to the large d.ecrease in labour of d.ata red,uction.

T.\.2 Reflection statistics

Where peak scaling of DA-E data is used, as in the photo-

graphic DAE system, it becomes possible, as is outlined. in ehapter B,

to d.ed.uce the statistics of the heights of occurrence anil relative

strengths of scaled. D-region echoes. Due to the inherent nature of th

d.ata sampling method, the magnetie tape system is at a d.isadvantage in

this respect, for, apart from the d.ifficul-ty of formulating a "peak-

sealing" process, the resolving of closely spaced. d.iscrete echoes be-

comes impossible due to the finíte width of the scanning gate. ft is

possible, however, that a sophisticated technique used. in conjunction
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with sirl:ltaneously recorded height/time record.s (".g. Figure 7.2)

could be d.eveloped for studying heigþt d.istributions of eehoes. No

such analysis has yet been attenpted with the tape recorded. data.

The usefulness of echo statistics ín interpreting efectror

d.ensity profiles has been diseussed. in the previous chapter. Pre-

ferred. reflection heíghts r¡ere used. to gauge the reliability of

features of the N(n) profÍIe and it is apparent that such a technique

is virtually impractÍcable for a tape systen. This represents a ùis-

ad.vantage a¿ain over the photographic system as rmcertainties in

features of the electron density profiles cannot be easily resolved..

7.l+.3 Errors inherently a.ssoeiated. with the recording systems

In Append.ix 1 the errors in electron density which arise

as a result of uncertainties in reflected. signal anplitud"es and height

d.eterrninations are derived.. ft is interesting to consid.er the appli-

cation of the error formulae to the tr,¡o DAE systems. ft can be shovn

(Append-ix f) tnat the relative eruor in the detennination of an elec-

tron density N, subject to the assum¡rtions outlined in the Append.íx

and. as a result of uncertainties or errors i¡ a'nllitud.e and height

deter':ninations, is given by

,4

where we have written

T= tË.'l
oA.

(å

) T.L

l{-

{2. (t., - k^). (h2 - rr1)Ì2xo-
7.2
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l=
o 2 o 2'rLZ + h1

(h2 - hr)2
7.3

7. )+

A1 = A /A at height h1
o

At = A /A at height h2
o

o = mea.n differential absorption factor
between heigþts h1 and h2

We sha1l firstly consider the quantity B r¿hich represents the com-

ponent of error d.ue to heigþt rmcertaínties. Since the terms A and B

are each greater than or equal to zero, equation 7.1 shcrr.rs that a

Ior.¡er bor¡:d. to the relative error is given by

t

k -kx

Í,-1\T !/^

i. > B'
¡Z"h

2
lz

+o )oN

N

2 h1
IA

lir, - rr,. 
I

The terms which are required to be estimated in equation 7.\ are the

on terms.

I¡Jhere peak scal-ing is used, as in the photographic record-

ing of DA-E d.ata, an artificial gating effect (analogous to the gating

used. in the magnetic tape sampling system method) is introd.ueed. when

an average A*/Ao curve is compiled from the d.iscrete measured values.

ft was described in 56.3.1 how the average A*/Ao ratio as a fi¡nction

of heigþt was eompiled. at 1 km intervals, where each average Ìras

formed. from those d.iscrete araplitud.e values which lay within % km of

the range r:nd.er consid.eration. The 'truef range of each scaled. echo

pair which vas used. to form the average ratio vas knor¡n, and so the
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average range and. its standard. deviation were also able to be computed

for the d.efined. 1- km height increments, so that they were directly

available for use in equation 7.\ to evaJ-uate uncertainties in N.

fn the ease of the rnagnetic tape system the effects of a

finite gatevldth cennot be treated. in the above manner sínce no signal

structure r'¡ithin the rrtÍd.th of the se,mpling gate is known. Instead,

assuming that an echo peak is equally 1ike1y to occur an¡nrhere çithin

a given gate, it ean be shown (Appenaix Z) tfrat the relative error in

an electron density calculation due to the assigning of the ave?age

A--/A- value to the centre of the gate is given byx'o
oN- 

zqN c.6n)% 
t "

for large n, l¡here n is the number of gated. O*/Oo values averaged over

and. 1, is the steplengtn (in units of the gatewidth) used. for the elec-

tron d.ensíty d.eternrÍnations. Equation 7.5 shows that the relatíve

error decreases as n is increased (i.e. as the averaging interval is

increased.) ana also decreases as 0 is increased.. The i-ncrease in

accuracy as a result of increasing steplength is achieved. at the ex-

pense of resofution in the final N(h) profile. Tn red.ucíng magnetic

tape d.ata averaging has generally been carried. out over at least 5

minute intervals so that the term represented by equation 7.5 is

approximately \/', this being quite aceeptable in view of other more

significant errors, such as those due to uncertainties in the appro-

priate theory of reduction and due to amplitud.e variations.
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CHAPTER 8

STATTSTTCS OF TITE STRENGTHS AND HEIGHTS OF OCCIIRRENCE

OF PARTTAL RET'IECÍ]ONS

I . f Int ro d.ucti on

The study of the D-region of the ionosphere often involves ground

based observations of the weak partial reflections of raòio waves

vhich can be detected from this region, and. the d.istribution of height

from which such reflections occur partly d.eternines the d.etail ín

which height variatíons of the various properties of interest derived

from such observations can be described..

Naisnith and. Bramley (f95f), from measurements of the equivalent

height of reflection of Z\tfrlz radio waves over oblique incid.ence propa-

gation paths, prod.uced. some early evid.ence inùicating that reflections

were not equally likely from all heíghts, but that preferred. levels of

reflection occurred. in the D-region. At about the same time Bracewef

et al . (:?>t) , from LF/\¡LF oblique incid.ence propagation studies, mad.e

brief reference to an appearance of preferred. Ievels of reflection

during the day, vhile He11iwel1 et a1. (lglf) from night time LF
\

propagation stuùies at vertical íncid.ence concl-ud.ed. that there appear

to be partially reflecting strata at discrete heights in the lc*¡er

night time ionosphere. Other workers (e.e. Dieminger, L952; Gard¡er

and. Par^¡sey, L953) also mad.e refeïence in the following years to the

apparent occurrence of preferred. heights of reflection, but the first
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Several exa,mples of histogra.ms of the heigþts of occurrenee of partial

reflectíons superirr¡losed on the normalized. ordinary mod.e "nrFlitude

profiles to which they correspond. are gÍven in Figure 8.\. The

examples shcir.¡n should. be interpreted with caution above about 90 kn

as in some of the record,s echoes were not consistently scaled much

above thís heigþt. Figure 8.\a shows a record in which the degree

of etratifieation is relatively low exeept for a fairly prominent peak

in the histogran of heights of oceurrence at 67 tcm. Records (t) ana

(c) ta¡en about an hour apart on another d.ay show quite marked pre-

ferred. heights whieh are quite consistent between record.s. The sa¡ne

consistency throughout a d.ayrs observations ís fairly often obse::r¡ed..

A notabl-e feature of many of the exa.rrples shown in Figure 8.1+ has been

the higþ eoincid.ence of peaks in amplítud.e with preferred heights of

occurrenee. ff , as is noimally assr::ried., reflections are presumed. to

oríginate at sharp gradients in electron d.ensity, this would. irnply

that the strongest irregularities exist preferentially at discrete

levels in the loraer ionosphere. 0n the other hand the results of

Figure 8.\f show only a smal1 eorrelatíon betr¡een the mean a.mplitud.e

and. the preferred. heights of oecurrence. Such situations occur

usually only in winter.

0n some occasions preferred. heigþts of reflection tend. to occur

at a series of heights with a fairly regular spacing of about 5 km and

the examples of Figures B.)+b,erf,g and. j d.isplay sone results showÍng

this phenomenon. This tend.ency appears to shoÌ¡ no seasonal d.epend.ence
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B. l+ Se as onal v ations of the hei ts of occurrence of ial
re fle ctions

Ttre statisties for all ind.ivid.ual recording periods, exampJ-es of

which have been shor,m in tr'igure 8.4, were used. in fo::ming a monthly

rnean histogrsJn of the relative frequencies of heights of occurrence of

partial reflections. Originally the DAE r¿as carried out principally

for the pur?ose of d.etermining electron d.ensity profiles. Since the

normal method becomes unreliable in the upper D-region many records

rrere not scaled. above 90 km and, as a consequence, the statistics

presented. in this chapter, whieh arose as a subsequent by-prod.uet of

the DAX d.ata, lack consistent data above 90 kn, an¿l the histograms

have been terr:-inated. at this levef . At the lower end of the height

range a persistent ground echo at a range of about 55 km effectively

placed. a lower height limit of about 5T km on the resolvability of

ionospherj-c echoes.

The mea.n monthly histograrns are shovn in Figure 8.5. It can be

seen that echoes tend to occur from the lc¡¡¡est heights in the D-region

mainly during winter. Although they were present, no echoes were

recorcled. below 6O Xm in the Ju-1y record.ings due to instrumental prob-

lems. Tn most months a preferred echo height appears at about 8\ t<n

and represents the most stable feature of the results. From October

to December (f9Tf), however, this feature was not evid.ent or else had.

possibly shifted. d.ou-n by 3 or \ kn. Another group of echoes at a pre-

ferred range of 63 - 65 t. is consistently present from April to July

while several other preferred. height groups appear to persist from one
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month to the next. rhe 7)+ km group in February arld March, the 78 tn

group in March and. April, an 80 km group in July and August and. a 60

km group in October and. November are exarnples.

8.5 Diseussion and. cornoarisons Ì'rith other results

An accurate comparison with the resr.¡-lts of other workers is èiffÍ

cult due to d.ifferences in experinental technique and. this is mani-

fested. in the difficulty of ad.Justi.ng all height measurements to equi-

valent values. Some r'¡orkers have given results in terms of heights of

1or¡er boundaries and a knor¡led.ge of the thiekness of refleeting regior:

becomes necessary in order to effeet comparisons with results which

measure the height of the eentre of the reflecting region, as Ín the

present study. Furthermore, the detenrinatíon of thicknesses of these

regions is complicated. by the r:neertainty introdueed. by off-vertíca1

contributions to echoes, especially in the upper D-region. Neverthe-

less some useful general eomparisons with other available evid.enee

can be made.

Ttre tendency, which has been found in the present results, for

the lowest echoes from the D-region to occur in r'¡inter has been widely

noticed. by many workers studying the D-region (e.g. Gregory, 1956,

t961,; litherid.ge, :]62¡) ana appears to be a we1-l established pheno-

menon. Gregory and. Vincent (private coísnunication) in a recent re-

appraisal of data from :956 - 57 (Gregory, L96I) as well as further

d.ata from 19æ - 6l+ (sunspot ninimum) have placed. the lower bor,:nd.ary

of the most stable preferred. height feature they have observed. (at l+)+c
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latter resufts shor¡ a spacing of about 10 km. Titherid.ge (f96Zt),

from MF observations, noted. that a series of preferred. heights at:

spacings of about I km was prominent in w"inter and he suggested that

there 1s evidence that such a phenonenon occutrs on a faÍr1y large

geographie sce-Ie. Seddon (tg6O) trom in situ rocket studies of

eleetron d.ensities has sho¡¡n that striking stratification is evident

and. that sharp led.ges of electron density occur at about 5 km inter-

vals above about 90 km. Below this measurements r,¡ere thought to be

rather unreliable but there was a suggestion of a similar tend.ency.

The tend.ency for:nd in the present results for the peaks in reeeived

anplitud.e to occur at rougþly equal heigþt spacings of about 5 kn

suggests that a similar phenomenon nåy exist in the D-region, but the

ledges in electron d.ensity are probably not as accentuated.. The sa¡ne

coincid.ence of peaks in Ao a.:nplitud.e with preferred heigþts of reflec-

tion whieh has been fou:rd. in the present study has aLso been found to

occur in Canad.a rn¡hen stratification is present (Belrose et al ., 1966;

Belrose, 1970). The d.egree of stratification generally observeit by

these workers appears to be less than that encountered in the Southern

hemisphere. The results of Figure 8.3 strongly suggest that preferred

heights tend to occu? at the heigþts of steepest grad.ients in electron

d.ensity (which are identified with naxima in received. signal strength)

Gregory and Vincent (private corm.unication) have also suggested that

such a situation occurs.
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The puzzlÍng problem of what mechanism i.s responsible for the

preferred heights has not been eonclusively resolved., although many

suggestions have been put forward.. Gregory (rg¡8) has suggested. that

either an accumulation of meteorie dust at the mesopause or a tempera-

ture rninimum maðr be associated rn¡Íth the stable 85 tm preferred height.

fn a later study (Gregory, I96L) wind. shears, turbulence and. large

vertical- grad.ients of ionization were consid.ered.. Sed.don and Jackson

(fgf8) have notecl an average sepaïation of about 6.5 Xn for wind shear

levels and. thís shows some consistency with the often observed spacings

of preferred. heights of about 5 to 6 km.

8.6 The apparent temporal variation of mean electron d.ensity
between hidrfv Þreferred. reflection heiehts

ft has been shor¡n in 58.3 ttrat some of the differential absorption

resul-ts show severaJ- strongly preferred. reflection levels co-existing

throughout a recorôing period. It was d.ecid.ed. to explore the possi-

bility of making d.eterminations of electron d.ensity between such

heights for each frame of the film records, so producing a series of

electron d.ensity values at fixed heights at one second intervals.

Since echoes at a pair of preferred. heights are necessary to be simul-

tarieously present in orderto calculate such electron d.ensities a

fairly stringent requirement is placed on the stability of the D-

region in order to provid.e a reasonably eontinuous series of values

of eleetron d.ensities. A fernr reeordings of such a nature t¡ere ob-

tained.. Tt is not claimed that the results d.iscussed. here necessarily

represent the general situation, but rather that which occurred. when
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temporal averaging of data because "poor d.ata" is automatically re-

moved. rather than being rendered. insiginifícant by averaging over

large amolxrts of data.

The apparent tenporal variations which r¡ere derived from

the recorcls summarized. by Table 8.1 are shor,¡n in Figure 8.6. The time

axis is calibrated to zero tine at the beginning of the recording

period.. An inspection of the various examples shor¿s that a range of

temporal strueture seales is present. Most records d.isplay a fine

structure eomponent with a period. betrn¡een about '., - T4. rninutes, but

some record.s show evidence of much longer time scal-e variations and

these have been d.rawn in w-ith a dashed l-ine. fhe exarr¡rles of Figures

8.6a,b,c,f ,g,h suggest that fairly strong components with periods in

the range 3 - 10 ¡rinutes are present. The examples of Figures 8.6d.,e

on the other hand show only relatively fine scale structure in the

temporal variations and many other similar examples of this kind. r,¡ere

obtained.

Preferred heigþt separations of about 5 km have been selec

ted, as this figure represents a suitable spaeing for the probing sys-

tem used; for although a smalL separation is d.esirable to attain good

heigþt resolution of the electron d.ensity variations, a lower limÍt on

the separation is necessary in ord.er to avoid uncerbainties introd.uced

by the effects of overlapping contributions of signal from both heigþt

as a result of a finite transn-itter pulsewidth. It is d.ifficult to

assess to r^¡hat d.egree the examples of Figure 8.6 actually represent tr

temporal variations in the mean electron d.ensity between tr¿o heigþts.
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For the present results the reflection mechanism was assumed to be

constant in atl calcul-ations so that all variations were effectively

considered. to be due to abso4rtion changes associated. with electron

density variations. fhe error assoeiated with such an assumption is

w¡certain but could. possibly account for the small scale strueture

present in the resul-ts.

ff changes ín ionization prod.uction rates are considered

to be responsible for electron d.ensity variations estimates of the

associated. time eonstants can be made if effectíve electron loss co-

efficients are known. Estimates of these eoefficients vary consider-

ably with a resuftant uncertainty in the time constants e4pected. lhe

results of Mitra (fg68) would prescríbe refevant time constants of at

least several rninutes. 0n the other hand., recent theoretical estimate

(nei¿, I?TO) voul-d. pred.ict time constants as small as about 20 or 30

second.s, in which case the present observations eould. be accounted. fo

by variations of ionization production.

ff the ionosphere is consid.ered to be in a continual- state

of d.rift motion, an alterrrative mechanism for the observed variations

could be spatial variations of electron density. For such a model

the time scale of observed variations vould. be d.etermined by the d.ríft

velocity and the spatial- seale of irregrúarities. It is d.ifficul-t to

assess which of the two mechanisms proposed for producing the observe

temporal variations of electron d.ensity is morè likeIy. fn any case

it is consid.ered. that variations vith time scales greater than about 1

rnin. are 1ike1y to be most significant. f f the second model d.iscussed
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above is assu.med, & estimate of the spatíaI scale of íonization

irregularities cen be obtainecl from the present resuLts. Assuming a

d.rift 'velocity of the ord.er of 50 nr,/sec, gives a conversion factor

between observed. temporal scales ancl eorresponding spatial gcales of

about 3 kn/nin. [tre exa.u¡rLe.i.n Flgure 8.6U strowing a couponent with

a period of about 7% ninutes night be lnterpreted. as being due to an

irregularity of about 22 km horizontal extent d.rifting overhead.. A

similar seale is evident in Ftgure 8.6c while 8.6f sno¡s a seale of

about 15 kn. The exa^rqrfes of Figures 8.6grh show evidence of rnore

than one, cortrponent a¡rd. each suggests that scales of about I ana l+0

km are present.
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strongest irregularities in electron density occur. The reason for a

regular spacing of such levels is not clear.

9.I.2 The angular s'pread. of parbial reflections

A study of the angular spread of partial refLections re-

vealed that other than a sud.d.en increase of the spread. in June for

reflections from above about 75 lr-m, only a small systernatie seasonal

variation of the height profile of angr:Iar spread. was present. The

d.ay to d.ay variability of the measured angular spread r¡as for¡rd to

have a rnarked. maximr::n in r¡ínter months. Íhe graph of Figure l+.3b

d.epieted. the angular spread. averaged. over a yearts observations as a

frrnction of heigþt of parbial reflection and. it r¿as found. that a slor¡

ínerease from 2 or 3 degrees occurs with increasing height until a

sha4l increase in angular spread occurs above about 85 tm. There was

some evid.enee to suggest that a maximum angular spread occurred. for

reflections from about 90 km and that above this the angular spread.

cl.ecreased, vith increasing height. Other stud.ies showed. that at night

reflections were not observed. belor¿ about 85 trn and. that the measured.

angular spread. r¡as often significantly srnaller than the smallest

values ever observed for similar reflection heights d.uring the d.ay.

Ït was concluded. that coherent contributions are oecasionally obtainec

for refl-ections from above I5 tn at night in contrast to the d.ay tine

r'rhen coherent contributions are rarely observed from this height

region.
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9,I.3 Studies of scattering models and other evid.ence

Using an extension of the system employed. for d.eterniníng

the angular spread. of ionospheric reflections, an investigation of the

nature of the angular spectrum of partial reflections in terns of

scattering nod.els r¡as carried. out. The observation, on meny occasions

of 1ow eorrelatlon betr'¡een signals on spaced. reeeiving aerials neces-

sitated. the generalization of the theory of interpretatÍon due to

Bramley (]-?>t) which assumed. high correlation. The necessity for thís

generalization of equations was ex¡lerimentally verified. r,r¡ith one in-

teresting exception. ft r¡as initially recognized that the sane rela-

tion,

e
r lol

o 2rô.

relating the rnean absolute nr*. d.ifference between signals reeeived

on a spaced. pair of aerial. lOl and 0o, the angular spread., r¡as valid.

for two quite different scattering mod.els and. it vas intuitively sug-

gested that the sa,¡ne relation migþt be valid in general. A generaliza

tion of Bramley's (tg>t) tneory lead.ing to this equation showed. that,

although the refation between 0o and I O I differed. in form when genera-

lized., very little difference in resultant estimates of 0o ensued in

praetice, tenòing to support the validity of the high d.egree of

generality of the original equation above.

As a prelud.e to quantitative stud.ies of D-region scatter-

ing models a qualitative assessment of the rar¡d.omness of the complex

wave fielil, observed. at a point on the ground., was carried. out by

plotting phasor ôiagra.ms of the time variation of the eomplex field.
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Uncertainties in the relatíve roles of eollision frequency and.

eleetron density irregularities, as ¿Leseribed. by the para,meter

o = (Av/v)/(AN/N), in partial reflection mechanisns suggest that e4per

ments for determining cr, particularly in the lower D-region, wouJ-d. be

extremely ueeful as an ad.junct to the DAE to enable more accurate

evaluations of the N(h) profile. Unfortunately no suitable technique

is available for d.eter:nÍning d over the r,rhole D-region height range.

Differential phase experiments are expected to yieId. some information

in the lover D-region, when differential absorption is negligible, anil

such a technique night be a useful first step in these stud.ies.

fhe polarizatíon discriminator deseribed. in chapter 2 is capable

of simultaneously monitoring both the '0' and rXr couponents of re-

eeived. signals and it is thought that using this facility a study of

polarization inter-mod.e coupling or the magneto-ionic splitting of

linearly polarized. transmitted l¡aves would. be worthrr¡hiIe. The effects

of off-¡¡ertical reflections vould. neeil consideration, for any off-

vertical contributíon, as a result of purely geometric consid.erations,

will appear to be elIipticalIy polarized. on horizontal receiving

aerials. The implications of such a study to the DAE would also prove

useful.

As described. in chapter 2, the Buckland Park system was d.esígned

for operation at two frequencies, 2 and 6 W+2, although operation at

6 lmz has only recently become possible on a linited. seale. Tt is

considered that stud.ies at the higher frequency r^¡ould. provid.e useful

comparisons with results obtained at 2 I'Illz for the angular spreatl and
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the nature of scattering mod.eIs. At 2 WIz the upper linit to which

the DAE has been for¡nd. reliable has been about 80 tm due principafly

to the high absorption of 'Xr polarized.l¡taves at this frequency in

the D-region, and. to a possibly lesser extent the effect of off-

vertical reflectLons and. vol.¡me scatter effects. At '6 Wtz the d.Íf-

ferentiaL absorption j.s not as Iarge, and. combined. with the receiving

array 
"esponse 

of bea¡n width ! I4o a DAE system operating at this

frequency vould- undoubtedþ usefully sr4rplement the 2 lvfrlz system and

extend reliable estimates of N(h) up to at least 90 k¡r.

Finally, it is recommend.ed. that eomprehensive nigþt tine studíes

of electron densitÍes, the nature of lower ionospheric scattering,

and. the heights of occurrenee of reflections should be undertaker¡ for

very little is knor,¡n about the propertíes of the Lor,¡er ionosphere at

night.
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APPEND]X 1

FORMULAE TOR ERRORS IN ELECTRON DENSTTY EVALUAT]ONS

0n the assumptions outlined in chapter 5, the electron density N

at a 1evel midi,ray betveen two heigþts h1 and. h2 is given by the

expression

I tos.(n*/no)nr. - tosu(R*/Ro)irr] - [ loge(R*/Ro)n, tos"(A*/Ao)h1]
}[= 2(k." - k^) (h2 - ht )xo-

(r)

where the various symbols have already been ex¡rlained. in chapter l.

Putting

(n*/no)n, = ^, ,

(n*/Ro)n, - nr !

(n*/Rn)n, ' u, ,

(n*/Ro)n, . or ,

K'(k -k)t"N "o' I

and. h.hz-ht r

equatlon (1) bccomeE

Replaclng R2/R1 by R, and, A2/41 ly A, we have

loe" (R) - 1og. (l)
$= 2 Kh (z)
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It 'is required. to evaluate the uncertaínty in N due to the stand.ard

d.eviatlons in the tlreasurenents of A ar¡d h. UsÍng the well-known

relationship for stand.ard. d.eviations we obtaín

(¡)

Ncnr from equatíon (2)

and.since A=Az/At

I
A

AN

âA

(

)

o 2
oAo

(-^J

o¡)2 =

,),
+

oA.,

(+,)A
A

AN

ãA

)' ho-
h

+

Ttrus
1z r n)2

6' o¡. 
^?-,o,[tå'. ,ia^J1/(rog" ,ts^r,' (\)

which is the first.term in equation (3) ana arises due to uncertain-

ties in the measured. a.uplitude ratios at the tr,¡o heigþts h1 and h2.

From equation (2) t¡e find.

aN toge (n) + Ioe. (l)
ãh 2K:h2

Thus
toge (.R.) - rog. (n).'2

t

ràNl-
tãn

2
t

and- since h = hz - hl, then

2 K:f.2
o



so that

/ãNl-(an

Recalling that

o-
h

2
h2Io

2+

toge (a) - rog"

2Kh2

2+o
)h2

or' * on ,')

1-7l+.

i"h2 h1
2+o 2

(¡)

, it ca,n be seen that
1

on r') t

(n) 2

on)' )

(*)

N2

oAo

(+,),I

2
2(oi, 

r

io

h2

Equation (3) nott becomes
2

*'(onr' * onr')
ã2-N=N +RrAt .

(roe. (*:,AJ)'

A
A2 = G=)n,

A
Ar=h+

h2

and. h
o

the stantlard deviations oO, *U oO,. depend on the meulner in which the

rean A /A curves are evaluated. If they are forned. by averaging axo
serj.es of ûiscrete measurements of A*/Ao (1... Ã = (ÃT)), tne

stanala^rd d.eviation is given by the lsell-knor¡n relation for the stan-

d.ard. d.eviation of the mean of n samples, viz
,2

I (o,.
n

^)2
l_

n-1n

n

"lL A.
1 )A.

t-

n

iI
L

1)n

2

2

oÃ

n

2

(6)
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and. the A- forn the set of measurecl cm['litud.e
].

under consid.eration.

On the other hando N in equatlon (f) ney

the ratio of the ave?age fxr 'nplitude to the

Íhen A = (Ax/{) at a given height. The oo

are then evaluated from

o. ., oA 2 oa. 2

(+)-= (+) + (+)
AAA xo
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ratios et the heigþt

also be eaLeulateil fron

aver€,ge r0r ornplitud.e.

terns in equation (5)

(r)

m=

Either of the above methocis for evaluating ¡¡6 "rrElitud.e ratlo

profile are used. by various workers, so that clepending on the nethocl

usecl either equation (6) or equation (?) should. be used. in conjr:netion

with equation (5) to deternine'the error in any single determinatlon

of N betr¿een tr¡o leveIs h1 and. h2
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APPENDTX 2

ERRORS ASSOCIATED I^lIfH A FINITE GATE-T¡IDTH

The magnetic tape system for record.ing DAE data involves òigi-

tizing the peak signal Ievel within a gated. height range. This re-

corded. value, for the purposes of analysis, is regard.ed. as being repre-

sentative of the amplitud.e at the eentre of the gate. An estinate of

the possible error in this assumption and its resultant effect on the

accuracy of electron density calculations is pursued. in the follorring

analysis.

fn praetice, lrhen electron densities are being calculated, the

average signal amplítude for a gÍven heigþt is forrned. from many gated.

samples centred. on that height. Consid.er a gate of width Ï1, and. that

n observations of the peak arFlitud.e within the gate have been mad.e.

Next l¡e assume that the peak nnrplitud.e from any one gate snñT'le is

equally likely to have occurred at any height within the gate. hle may

reforrnulate this assurnption by saying that the n samples correspond. to

a set of heights evenly ôistributeil across the gate and that the mean

true height correspond.ing to the mean gated. signat is therefore at the

centre of the gate. We no.¡consid.e:: n evenly spaced. points r¡ithin a

given gate of r¡idth W. TLre spacing of such a set of points t" ;fr. .

For od.d n we may calculate the stand.ard devÍation from the centre of

the gate in the nozmal way, observing that one point will lie at the

mid-point and that all points are d.istant from the centre by a nultiple
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of the points spacing. tr\:rthermore, the grid. of points is synmetrical

about the centre of the gate, so that a sumnation for only hal-f the

gate-uidth, but with each term doubled. to aceomt for the other half

of the gate, is needed. Ttre standard. d.eviation of the mean then

becomes n-1 ,^

2

(r)
(n-1)

n-1 1
¿

2

lz
.l =1

dwrln-LJ
o_

h

2W2 T¡,

n+1

Recalling that the algebraic sum of the series

k t(t+r)(zn+r)TI i'=
1=I

we get

w2
rz

oh (z)

( ¡)

a2(n r)2

Now from equation (5) of Append.ix 1 we find" the relative error in

eleetron density:

h2 h1
rz^

(nz - nt)2

2+o
N

N

where rre may ""a on, = on, = on from equation (2). The rsteplength'

(nz - h1) in the reduetion analysis is assr¡med to be a mr:J.tip1e of the

gate-width, say hZ - hf = l,W. Substituting these values into
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equation (S) tfre following relation is obtained:

oN- (n+t)4
N e-6 - Ð,8

For large n we have n + 1 : n - l- = n and thus

oN. 
13>- (l+)N- e"Æ

For even values of n, the ex¡lression for the standard. d.eviation of

the mean height becomes

I2W2 n 2 ,.r.

(zj - t)z
n 1_

2

n n 1

For large n equation (¡) of Append.íx 1 then gives the relative error i:

eleetron density as
o__+> : (:)
N - 9''Æ

Ttre result is seen to be id.entical to that obtained for odd n as might

be reasonably expected. It can be seen that large values of n cle-

crease the error in electron density. For very large n this is

achieved at the expense of temporal resolution of electron d.ensity

ehanges. Similarly, errors reduce w"ith increased steplength .Q, but at

the expense of height resolution in the electron d^ensity profiles, so

that a compromise in the choice of n and. 1, is required..

h
h
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